TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2019
CITY OF COLLEGE PARK
DAVIS HALL – 9217 51ST AVENUE
WORKSESSION AGENDA
7:30 P.M.
(There will be a closed session after the meeting.)
COLLEGE PARK MISSION STATEMENT
The City Of College Park Provides Open And Effective Governance And Excellent Services
That Enhance The Quality Of Life In Our Community.

Time

Item

Staff/Council

CALL TO ORDER

7:30

CITY MANAGER’S REPORT
AMENDMENTS TO AND APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Discussion Items

7:35

1

Presentation on CBE SMART Report (Save Money and
Reduce Trash) (45)
Presented by Suchitra Balachandran
Discussion of security camera monitoring MOU
(Memorandum of Understanding) with University of Maryland
Police Department for certain City cameras (30)

8:20

2

8:50

3

Follow-up discussion on the Committee on Committees
recommendations (45)

9:35

4

Discussion of license agreement for installation of Small Cell
Antenna facilities and application process (20)

9:55

5

City membership in the Purple Line Corridor Coalition (10)

10:05

6

Appointments to Boards and Committees

1

Committee for a
Better Environment

Bob Ryan,
Director of Public
Services

Scott Somers,
City Manager

Suellen Ferguson,
City Attorney

Mayor Wojahn

Mayor and Council
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10:10

7

Requests for/Status of Future Agenda items

Mayor and Council

10:15

8

Mayor and Councilmember Comments

Mayor and Council

10:20

9

City Manager's Comments

Scott Somers,
City Manager

Information Report:
10. City participation in equity and diversity initiatives and establishment of a point-ofcontact for diversity matters in the City - Jill Clements and Bill Gardiner
Closed Session:
Pursuant to the Maryland Annotated Code, General Provisions Article,
Section 3-305, the Mayor and Council are providing notice that they will meet
in a Closed Session after tonight’s meeting for the following purpose:
To consult with Counsel to obtain legal advice; To consult with staff, consultants or other
individuals about pending or potential litigation.
The City Attorney and staff will advise the Mayor and Council about a possible settlement
in a matter of pending litigation.

This agenda is subject to change. Item times are estimates only. For the most current information, please contact the City Clerk. In
accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance, please contact the City Clerk’s Office and describe
the assistance that is necessary. City Clerk’s Office: 240-487-3501
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1
Presentation on
CBE SMART
Report
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By: Scott Somers, City Manager Meeting Date: September 17, 2019
Presented By: Scott Somers, City Manager
Originating Department:

City Council

Issue Before Council:

Receive feasibility report from a Committee for a Better Environment (CBE)
workgroup on implementing a Pay as You Throw (aka SMART) program in the
City of College Park

Strategic Plan Goal:

Goal 2: Environmental Sustainability

Background/Justification:
At the July 5, 2016 City Council Worksession, Committee for a Better Environment (CBE) representatives
Suchitra Balachandran and Janis Oppelt, presented to the City Council on volume-based trash pricing, also
known as Pay As You Throw (PAYT) (please see the attached correspondence titled, The Smart Program,
prepared by Suchitra Balachandran). Ms. Balachandran and Ms. Oppelt discussed with the Council that
PAYT creates a financial incentive to encourage residents to recycle, which reduces trash from entering the
landfill and could reduce tipping fee costs to the City. They also discussed how the implementation of a
trash fee could be offset by the reduction in the tax rate in order to maintain cost neutrality for City residents.
Councilmember Nagle suggested that the City Council consider creating a workgroup to further explore
PAYT and then bring their findings and a possible recommendation to the City Council for consideration.
The City Council agreed and directed staff to facilitate the creation of a workgroup charged with exploring
the feasibility of volume-based trash pricing, also known as Pay as You Throw (PAYT) (please see the
attached Council Worksession Minutes from July 5, 2016, item 5.B.).
On July 12, 2016, the City Council approved a motion to authorize the Committee for a Better Environment
to work with Public Works staff to explore and research the feasibility of volume-based trash pricing in the
City, and to generate recommendations for the City Council to review.
Fiscal Impact:
None at this time
Council Options:
1. Receive the report from the workgroup and provide direction on how and if to proceed.
2. Receive the report from the workgroup and take no action at this time.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff will take direction
Attachments:
1. July 5, 2016 Council Worksession Minutes
2. SMART report from July 2019
3. PPT Presentation for September 17 meeting
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College Park City Council
Worksession Minutes
July 5, 2016
Page 2

3

Special Session 16-R-14: Resolution Of The Mayor And Council Of The City Of
College Park, Maryland Adopting The Recommendations Of The Advisory Planning
Commission Regarding Variance Application Number CPV-2016-05, 8405 48th
Avenue, College Park, Maryland, Recommending Approval Of A Variance From
Section 27-120.01(C) Of The Prince George’s County Zoning Ordinance, “Front
Yards Of Dwellings,” To Construct A Driveway In The Front Yard, 16 Feet In
Width By 31 Feet In Length: See Special Session minutes.

4

Special Session 16-R-15: Adoption of Resolution 16-R-15, A Resolution of the Mayor
and Council of the City of College Park, Maryland to approve an amendment to the
Memorandum of Understanding with Prince George’s County to establish zoning
enforcement procedures in the City: See Special Session minutes.

5

Litter Awareness Campaign AND Solid waste reduction ideas including Pay As You
Throw (PAYT) – Steve Beavers, Janis Oppelt and Suchitra Balachandran:
A: Litter Awareness Campaign (Councilmember Brennan):
 Litter Logo Competition completed; awards to be presented
 Partner with Prince George’s County and Alice Ferguson Foundation on the campaign
 CBE will help with public education
 Minimal staff time available
 Look at where we can add new receptacles throughout the City (bus stops, Edmonston
Road)
B: Pay as you throw program:
 Reviewed report in the packet; statistics
 If trash is metered, it would change behavior: recycling would increase and solid waste
would decrease
 Does Council want to move forward with exploring a pay-as-you-throw program?
 Perception – this is double taxation, because residents pay for trash service already
 Issues: Can we reduce tax rate for residents since we would pay less in tipping fees?
Should we institute a fee for bulk pick-up? Should we provide a system/structure for
composting? Can we accommodate residents on limited incomes?
 Form a workgroup to bring a plan to the Mayor and Council: Councilmember Nagle,
some staff and CBE members, Gemma Evans. Return future W/S

6

Discussion of the City’s Community Legacy Grant Application – Terry Schum:
Reviewed staff report, program guidelines and two staff recommendations. Community
Legacy has a new focus on capital projects, so the proposed city-wide parking study
(Project #1) won’t work. However, the Council was in support of this idea. The second
project for the redesign of the College Park Shopping Center parking lot is in line with the
criteria, but she doesn’t have a commitment from the shopping center owner. This project
got a mixed response from Council. At issue: CPCUP intends to submit their own
Community Legacy grant application, so we would be competitors with them if both go
forward. Last year we received $100,000 for asbestos remediation at Calvert Road. New
ideas proposed: strategic acquisition of additional ROW for US 1? Strategic demolition?
Hollywood project? Schum will continue to explore. Somers wants to make sure we are
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A SMART Program
for
College Park

Submitted by College Park Committee for a Better Environment (CBE)
July 8, 2019
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Executive Summary
Over 10,000 communities in the United States and across the world have adopted a usagebased trash system known as either SMART (Save Money and Reduce Trash) or PAYT (Pay as
You Throw). This program can be compared to our current billing system for utilities where we
pay only for what we use. By adopting a usage-based trash system, each household would pay
for the amount of trash it deposits at the curb for City pickup. Ideally, this would motivate us to
adopt sustainable (and readily available) actions like recycling, composting, and repurposing.
The College Park Committee for a Better Environment (CBE) recommends that the City
adopt the SMART/PAYT program.
While SMART is widely used throughout the country, the program is only now being explored in
Maryland and Washington D.C. as a way to reduce the output of trash. College Park would be
the first municipality in Prince George’s to adopt SMART and, in fact, the first in the Metro DC
area.
This report discusses the pros and cons of adopting SMART by either weight or volume (bins,
City-identified bags, or stickers placed on regular kitchen trash bags) and summarizes the
various ways that a SMART program has been implemented throughout the country.
CBE recommends that the City choose bags for use in the program because they have
been shown to produce the largest decrease in trash.
There are several reasons why CBE recommends that the City adopt the SMART/PAYT
program.
•

The creation of limited-use products is a huge sink of global resources and energy.
Limited-use products that are disposed by landfilling and incineration, rather than
recycled, create a major environmental problem that pollutes the air, land and water, is
detrimental to public health, and leads to increased greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

•

As with College Park’s experience, mandatory recycling is hard to enforce. Data from
numerous communities have shown that SMART provides the incentive needed to
recycle.

•

SMART not only reduces trash and increases recycling but it also reduces the total trash
plus recyclables as residents think differently about waste.

3
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Since College Park residents already pay for trash pickup through property taxes,
adoption of a SMART program must be revenue-neutral.
•

To achieve this goal, CBE recommends decreasing the property tax rate to compensate
for the charges that residents will incur as a result of adoption of the SMART program.
(See Chapter 4 and Appendix A for details of this.)

•

College Park residents value the availability of curbside bulk-waste pickup, and most do
not abuse the service. In fact, 81 percent of the population called the Department of
Public Works (DPW) for bulk-waste pickup once or never in FY 2017. However, a small
minority of residents may be taking advantage of this City service, and a new policy
should be created to address this problem, save the City money, encourage reuse, and
prevent the many from subsidizing the few. (See Chapter 3 and Appendix B for details
on this.)
CBE recommends a fee structure for all bulk-waste pickup that would retain the
value of the service and stop the abuse. As with SMART, this should also be a
revenue-neutral program with the average cost refunded via a drop in the property
tax rate.

•

CBE also recommends that changes to the bulk-waste program be implemented after
the bag fee has been fully implemented. While the implementation of a SMART program
is straightforward, more discussion is needed about the various components of bulk
waste and the various participants in the program. Bulk is also a very small percentage
(15%) of the waste stream.

•

Articulating exactly why a jurisdiction is considering SMART is crucial not only to the
understanding of and acceptance by residents, but to the success and longevity of the
program.

Education is key to allowing residents to understand why the City will embark on this
program and how it will benefit everyone.
•

The discard of reusable goods at student move-outs needs to be addressed with College
Park landlords, the University of Maryland’s Sustainability Office, CBE, student renters
and activist groups. This is a major problem for the City and changes need to be made.

College Park could lead Maryland in implementing SMART, the first step in a Zero Waste
program.

4
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1—Impacts of Waste Creation and Disposal and the Zero Waste
Approach
The Global Impact of Our Consumption
With only 5 percent of the world’s population, the United States consumes 30 percent of the
world’s resources. A significant fraction of these resources—mined, extracted, and harvested
worldwide—is used in the manufacture of multitudes of products, including single-use items and
items created with planned obsolescence (i.e., products that are purposely designed to have an
artificially limited useful life). As a result, we find ourselves in an endless cycle of repeatedly
buying the same goods and discarding them into our waste stream in short order.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the average American produces
4.4 pounds of municipal solid waste (MSW), commonly known as trash or garbage, daily; this
comes with both fiscal and environmental costs. MSW includes items that could be recycled,
reused, repaired and refurbished and, thus, saved from the trash bin.
On a broader scale, raw materials are extracted from the earth and turned into limited-use
products and their subsequent disposal pollutes the air and water and degrades the land both
locally and globally. Forests are cut down for lumber; mountain-tops are blown up to uncover
coal deposits; and fracking, drilling and manufacturing pollute our waterways and our air with
toxic chemicals that linger forever. And because we consume significant resources from
outside our own nation’s boundaries, our consumer-driven life pollutes worldwide.
In the context of our finite planet, this level of consumption and waste is simply unsustainable.
Closely coupled with global warming, the depletion and pollution of the planet’s resources
threaten the existence of everything that is living on this planet. “The Story of Stuff” illustrates, in
a very clear and concise fashion, the linear pipeline from resources to waste and the
consequent impacts on all of us.i
Landfills and Incinerators: MSW Dumping Grounds
Every stage of waste disposal after curbside pickup adds pollution. Trucks and rail cars typically
carry MSW to landfills and incinerators. This transportation results in emissions, leakage of
polluting and hazardous materials, accidents and spills. More than 5,000 trucks carrying
hazardous materials are involved in accidents every year.ii
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Landfills typically span hundreds of acres. Rain events result in storm-water runoff that contains
significant amounts of liquid contaminants (i.e., leachate) from landfills that pollute groundwater
and streams. Although landfills are required to have leachate-treatment systems, the liners
required by the EPA for new landfills have been found to only delay, and not prevent, pollution.iii
Landfills and hazardous-waste facilities are disproportionately located in rural and low-income
areas, which typically command the least resources and political clout to organize and fight
these projects.iv A community living near a landfill may experience health problems including but
not limited to minor respiratory symptoms, eye infections, skin disorders, birth defects, and a
variety of cancers. A 2000 review of the epidemiologic literature on the health impact of living
near a landfill analyzed over 60 peer-reviewed studies, finding consistent associated risks.v
In the presence of oxygen, organic material decomposes and turns into compost that can be
used to enrich the quality of soils for agriculture and gardens. However, in landfills, organic
material decomposes without access to oxygen and produces methane, a potent greenhouse
gas (GHG). Waste disposal contributes 1 to 5 percent of U.S. GHG emissions, and in 2006
landfills contributed 23 percent of total methane emissions.vi Although most modern landfills can
capture and burn some of the generated methane, the quantity that escapes into the
atmosphere makes landfills the largest anthropogenic emitter of GHG methane (CH4) emissions
in the United States.
The incineration of trash is sometimes euphemistically referred to as “waste-to-energy” in an
effort to paint trash as a renewable resource and incineration as a positive step towards
sustainability. However, incineration pollutes the air and creates toxic-ash residue, which is
land-filled. Trash is simply wasted resources, and incinerating resources is not sustainable.
Megawatt for megawatt, the burning of trash is more polluting than coal.vii Ton for ton,
incineration is the most expensive form of energy production.
Unfortunately, succumbing to the influence of industry, the State of Maryland includes trash
incineration as one of the fuel sources in Tier 1 of its Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard
(RPS), putting it on par with solar and wind. Until trash incineration is removed from the RPS,
Marylanders must keep a watchful eye on corporate interests that routinely try to lure local
governments to underwrite the huge capital costs of building incinerators.viii
Local Impacts of Trash Disposal
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In Prince George’s County, MSW goes to the Brown Station Sanitary Landfill in Upper Marlboro.
The landfill, constructed in 1962, was expected to reach capacity by 2020. By judicious
management, the county has extended the lifetime of the landfill through 2026.ix It is highly
unlikely that a new landfill will be permitted in our now urbanized county, which means our
waste will have to be trucked out of the county, perhaps out of state, to be dumped or
incinerated in someone else’s backyard. The impact could also be much closer to home.
In 2014, concerned that the landfill would reach capacity by the end of the decade, the county
issued a Request for Proposal (RFP)x for alternative ways of trash disposal, with a strong
leaning towards the construction of a refuse-derived fuel (RDF) facility at Western Branch in
Upper Marlboro. (RDF is trash that is compressed into pellets or bricks for easy transportation to
burn sites.) The RFP mentioned incinerators and cement kilns as potential customers of RDF,
but also identified the University of Maryland’s boiler plant in College Park as a possible
destination for RDF. The recyclables we throw out so casually in our trash could well have led to
toxic air contaminants when they were incinerated in our backyard. Thankfully, protests by
residents and environmental groups led to the withdrawal of the RFP by the County.
Zero Waste: Concepts, Goals and Policies
In 2009, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a report stating that
approximately 42 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions arise from the energy used
to produce, transport, process, and dispose of the goods we use and the foods we eat.xi
Zero Waste is the concept that attempts to address the issue of the waste and obsolescence in
this process through goals, policies and concrete steps. The Zero Waste International Alliancexii
and the Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives (GAIA)xiii provide definitions and the
philosophy for this sustainable approach.
Communities both in the United States and abroad have adopted the vision of Zero Waste by
using the aspirational goal that no more than 10 percent of all the waste they produce should be
landfilled. According to the Zero Waste model, the manufacturer, the retailer, the government
and the community must share the task of reducing the waste that is created. The community’s
role is one of awareness, choice, and advocacy. Together the community and the government
legislate the producer’s responsibility at the front end of the problem. A policy mandate such as
Extended Producer Responsibility, which ties the environmental cost of a product into its price,
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incentivizes manufacturers to produce long-lived goods. This is a win-win for all of us and our
planet.
The first step in achieving Zero Waste is for the consumer to realize that the disposal of trash is
different from the eradication of litter in that even when trash is cleanly out of sight, on a finite
planet there is no “away” in throw away.

8
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2—A SMART Way to Reduce Trash Generation

Waste in the County
Prince George’s County carried out its first waste-characterization study of our landfilled waste
in 2015.xiv The study found that 61 percent of the trash put out by residents is not really trash.
Specifically:
•

18% is recyclable paper

•

12% is recyclable containers (plastic, glass and metal)

•

31% is compostable food waste

Another 15% is material like textiles, wood, metal, sheet rock, carpet, some of which could
conceivably be repurposed. The remaining 24% includes hard-to-recycle items like plastic bags
and polystyrene.
It is easy to see from the above list that, with the right incentives and programs, we can easily
landfill far less trash than we currently do.
Waste in College Park
Cognizant of all the local and global impacts of trash production and disposal, the City
attempted to reduce trash output by making recycling mandatory in March 2015. Some
mandatory laws are costly, challenging and time-consuming to enforce and, as a result, not very
successful; College Park’s annual trash disposal of 687 pounds per capita did not change after
the introduction of mandatory recycling.
As shown in Table 1 below (supplied by the City’s Department of Public Works on January 30,
2019), College Park’s recycling rate [recycling tonnage/(household trash tonnage + recycling
tonnage)] has been constant at 22% from FY16 through FY18.
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Table 1: Tons of Trash in College Park

FY14
FY15
FY16
FY17
FY18

Household
Trash
Tonnage
4,161.15
4,174.07
4,341.79
4,176.09
4,205.28

Special
Trash
Tonnage
546.42
553.56
690.83
804.81
762.48

Trash
(Household
and Special
Combined)
Tonnage
4,707.57
4,727.63
5,032.62
4,980.90
4,967.76

Electronic
Recycling
Tonnage
12.01
6.02
15.21
30.01
24.34

Curbside
Recycling
Tonnage
1,778.26
1,384.09
1,234.94
1,211.56
1,227.70

White Goods
Appliances
tonnage
11.92
12.17
21.84
30.20
17.53

College Park’s food-waste disposal is likely no different from the county’s figure of 31% of total
waste landfilled.
Cognizant of the fact that food waste can be easily recycled in our backyards to yield useful and
valuable compost, CBE ran two workshops on backyard composting in 2013 and 2016 and gave
away 50 to 70 compost bins to College Park attendees. The City has since sold compost bins
at a discount to residents, expanding the backyard composting program.
In April of this year, the City embarked on a pilot program in which residents bring food waste to
Davis Hall, now expanded to two farmers’ market sites, for collection and transportation to the
County’s commercial food-waste composting site. It is our understanding that the pilot program
at Davis Hall has exceeded expectations in the enthusiasm with which it has been embraced
and the volume of food waste that has been collected.
Once the year-long pilot has been completed, CBE strongly encourages the expansion to
curbside pickup of food waste for all homes in College Park.
The County is also considering curbside food waste pickup. Converting food waste to compost
will significantly reduce the production of the GHG methane in our landfill.
The SMART Choice
Rather than using a stick approach to incentivize recycling, 10,000 U.S. communities and
across the world have implemented a SMART (Save Money and Recycle Trash) Program,
which often goes by the name Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT).
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The SMART Program is built upon a usage-based fee: Residents pay for the amount of
trash they generate and place at the curb; less trash disposal = lower cost.xv
Let’s look at a couple of examples to understand why such a program works. Say you rent an
apartment in which the cost of electricity is included in the rent. What is your incentive to turn
the air conditioner off when you leave the apartment? None. What if the management says that
those who leave air conditioners on when they are not at home will be fined? Can the
management identify the culprits? Likely very difficult. What if the water bill is also covered by
the rent and your faucet drips continuously? Can the management identify residents who don’t
request that leaky faucets be fixed? Wouldn’t it be far more likely that electricity and water
would be conserved if there was an individual meter at each residence?
The same arguments apply to trash. SMART is a way of providing a financial incentive to
decrease the generation of trash and to increase recycling, composting and reusing by metering
the trash output—and it works.
In a well-designed SMART program, the annual per-capita waste is 450 pounds—35 percent
lower than College Park. Data show that lower waste is achieved within a few weeks of program
implementation. The bottom line is that when consumers have a financial incentive to create
and dispose of less trash, then, as with utility and water bills, they choose to conserve their
money and reduce their trash.
As their awareness grows, some consumers make other lifestyle changes that help to reduce
trash at the source even further. For example, more residents will donate usable clothing,
household goods, and furniture to thrift stores or via online resources such as FreeCycle
(www.freecycle.org) and Craigslist (www.craigslist.org), and consult iFixIt—a wiki-based site
that teaches people how to “fix almost anything” (https://www.ifixit.com/Info). As a result,
communities that implement a well-crafted SMART program find that the decrease in trash
tonnage exceeds the increase in recycling tonnage.
Examples of Success
The most extensive data about the SMART program comes from the State of Massachusetts,
where bags are used by one-third of the jurisdictions. The State collects extensive data from
jurisdictions that do and do not use the SMART program.xvi
In a Commonwealth (Winter 2015) article, Bruce Mohl, states the following:
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“Nearly a third of the state’s cities and towns charge their residents a bag fee. Their average
trash output is 432 pounds per person. For the state’s other cities and towns, the average is 670
pounds per person. Natick shifted to pay-as-you-throw in the middle of 2003. Its trash tonnage
over time has dropped from 9,800 tons a year to 5,923 tons, and its savings on disposal have
totaled $3.1 million over the last 11 years. Sandwich made its move to pay-as-you-throw in the
middle of 2011 and has seen its trash tonnage drop 48 percent, generating disposal savings of
$425,000.”xvii
A very successful SMART pilot program was carried out in the Town of New Windsor in Carroll
County, Maryland, a town of about 600 homes. The program ran for eight months and data from
that program are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 below. Trash output decreased by 41.5% and
recycling nearly doubled. As has been seen time and time again, the total generation of waste
(trash + recycling) dropped by 26% as residents found other avenues to dispose of material
such as backyard composting and donating textiles and usable goods. The tip fee dropped by
43%.
The mayor, council members and residents of New Windsor largely viewed the pilot program in
a very positive light as reported by the Carroll County Times.xviii All parties agreed that the drop
in trash output was very impressive. The New Windsor program, a pilot for a transition to
SMART for all of Carroll County, was incentivized and implemented by a new head of solid
waste at the county level, who has since left his position. For reasons that are not entirely
clear, the pilot appears to have ended early and the county has not yet announced next steps. A
conversation with a long-time Carroll County environmental activist pointed to county and town
politics in this heavily Republican county as culprits. The activist opined that a refund in
property tax as suggested in this report would have been well received by Carroll County
residents. It is possible that the program may move forward on a county-wide basis once
internal issues are resolved.
Adopting a SMART Program is the first step that communities take in their move towards Zero
Waste. SMART is listed in the GHG reduction plans of both the State of Maryland and Prince
George’s County. Maryland’s Department of the Environment (MDE) established Zero Waste
goals as part of its legislatively mandated GHG Reduction Plan,xix and SCS Engineers, an
environmental consulting and contracting firm, included SMART in its report entitled “Zero
Waste Initiatives for Prince George’s County, Maryland.”xx
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While SMART is widely used throughout the country, the program is only now being explored in
Maryland and Washington D.C. as a way to reduce the output of trash.
If approved by the council, College Park would be the first Prince George’s municipality
to adopt SMART and, in fact, the first in the Metro DC area.

New Windsor, MD Generation Before & After FuTuRe
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Figure 1. Trash and recycling tonnage before and during the SMART pilot program in the
Town of New Windsor in Carroll County, Maryland
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Overall Waste Generation (Trash + Recycling) is Down by 26%

Waste Stream Shift

• Overall Generation of materials (trash and
recycling) is down by 26%.
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• FuTuRe has moved materials into other streams
such as recycling, reuse, backyard composting,
increased textiles donations, and more.
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Before FUTURE

• Less generation means less handling for the
County, and less exposure to landfill tip
increases.
• Less waste means extended landfill life for the
County.
• Less materials mean lower hauling costs for
County and for haulers.

AFTER FUTURE

2

Figure 2. Data from SMART pilot program – Town of New Windsor, Carroll County,
Maryland
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Figure 3. Cost savings from SMART pilot program, Town of New Windsor, Carroll County
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Ways to Implement SMART
Unit-pricing programs take two basic forms; the pricing can be by weight or volume. While they
operate differently from one another, these systems share one defining characteristic: Residents
who throw away more pay more.
SMART by Weight
With this method, the City’s Department of Public Works (DPW) staff would weigh the amount of
trash set out for collection at the curbside using an automated system. A usage fee based on
weight would most accurately reflect the per-ton disposal charge at the landfill.
However, there are disadvantages to this method. For the City, this includes:
•

The initial cost of the weighing machines

•

The continuous cost of maintaining the function and accuracy of the weighing machine

•

The necessity to set up a system to bill residents

•

The requirement that all homes use the same-sized bin.

Weight-based unit pricing is not commonly used, and there is not a great deal of experience to
draw from other jurisdictions. For all the above reasons, CBE does not recommend a weightbased system.
SMART by Volume
The volume-based unit-pricing program for waste involves using bags, tags or stickers, or waste
bins. Most SMART programs use either jurisdiction-identified embossed bags or bins as the
usage unit. A few jurisdictions use stickers that may be placed on any garbage bag. In what
follows, when bags and bins are discussed they are always in the context of the usage unit that
is billed or otherwise paid for.
Bin Size
Bins are the usage unit in many jurisdictions on the West Coast where usage-based trash fees
have been in place for decades, long before the concept of Zero Waste was articulated. A
resident chooses a small, medium or large bin and is billed monthly or quarterly by the size of
the bin. Studies have shown that, in order to produce the correct trash-reduction incentive, bins
must be priced at least linearly (i.e., a 60-gallon bin should be billed at twice the rate of a 30gallon bin).
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College Park currently stocks bins of three sizes that cater to the storage space and volume
needs of residents. For a SMART system based on bin size, the City would have to set up a
billing structure and charge a trash-collection and/or disposal fee depending on the size of the
bin.
Data from jurisdictions across the country show uneven results in communities that set the
usage fee based on bin size, with a range of annual per-capita trash from 500 pounds to 800
pounds. Even with optimal bin pricing, the annual per-capita trash output in jurisdictions that use
bins is typically higher than those that use bags as the usage unit. The reasons for this are
discussed later in this section and are analyzed in a recent report by the Institute for Local Self
Reliance.xxi
Bags
Bags are the usage units chosen by many jurisdictions that have changed their system more
recently and in many that are seeking to maximize trash reduction. Bags are the mode of choice
when jurisdictions adopt the goals of Zero Waste.
Typically, a jurisdiction would require residents to buy specific brightly colored bags that carry its
logo. The fee for the bag would include some of the cost for waste collection and disposal. A
jurisdiction typically makes bags available in a variety of sizes from small 8-gallon kitchen bags
to large 30-gallon bags, for example. Well-designed programs distribute bags through a variety
of outlets where residents typically shop, which makes them easily accessible. The trash
collector has to simply make sure that all bags are jurisdiction-specific bags and not pick up any
that are not.
Stickers
A variation on bags is stickers. Some jurisdictions allow residents to use their own bags but
require that stickers be purchased and placed on each bag. The sticker price covers some of
the cost to collect and dispose of the waste.
By and large, stickers are not optimal for metering trash. Jurisdictions have found that residents
may use oversized bags, small stickers on large bags, tear stickers into two and use half a
sticker on each bag etc. Each of these attempts at gaming the system has to be countered by
active staff monitoring. Stickers may also drop off bags, leading to situations that need to be
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adjudicated. The City of Aberdeen, Maryland, which used stickers for many years, faced some
of these problems.
Why CBE Recommends Bags
The main reason that CBE recommends bags is because their use results in the largest
reduction in trash.
Bags offer flexibility and incentivize ongoing trash reduction. For instance, a household may
only generate a small amount of trash routinely, but large family gatherings may result in
increased trash a few times a year. In a bin-based system, the household may err on the side of
paying for a larger bin to accommodate the occasional need. Once the large bin is paid for,
there is little incentive to reduce waste on a regular basis. This is the most obvious reason that
the trash reduction is not as high in communities that use a bin-based system.
With a bag-based usage unit, that same household has the flexibility to simply put out three
bags of trash a few times a year and yet retain its incentive to maintain a lower trash output for
the rest of the year.
The City of College Park’s smallest roll-out tote is around 30 gallons. In a bin-based system,
households that produce substantially less than 30 gallons of trash each week would be
subsidizing those that produce closer to 30 gallons. Those households that may strive to
produce substantially less than 30 gallons of trash under the bag-based usage fee will feel no
incentive to do so if those producing 30 gallons a week pay the same amount.
Finally, while bin changes may be typically allowed each billing cycle, bags are bought on a far
more frequent basis. Therefore, bag purchases provide a constant reminder that the disposal of
trash costs money and become a constant incentive to find other ways to reduce and donate
unwanted material.
Jurisdictions that use bags have less waste than those that use bins. This is the most
compelling reason for College Park to choose the bag-based usage-unit.
The City may choose to either run the bag program internally or outsource it. In either case, a
smooth transition is needed with bags being available at multiple locations where College Park
residents usually shop. The City may wish to subsidize bags for low-income residents who
qualify for other utility subsidies.
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3—Bulk Waste

College Park provides a very generous curbside bulk-waste pickup—all curbside material is
picked up, with the only requirement that the pickup be scheduled in advance. While discussing
SMART and curbside trash, CBE gathered information on the handling of bulk waste from a
variety of jurisdictions in Maryland and around the country.
CBE had discussions on bulk waste with former DPW director Bob Stumpff, who participated in
our SMART subcommittee meetings.
Among the issues discussed were:
•

The current system of unlimited bulk-waste pickup

•

Ways to repurpose much of the bulk waste that ends up in the landfill

•

A cost structure that would incentivize the reduction of bulk waste

•

The removal of the $180 annual fee charged to landlords to compensate for excessive
bulk and trash produced by renters, which would be replaced by a revised, transparent
cost structure.

DPW worked internally on a cost approach to bulk waste, and Bob shared his proposal with us
in 2017. That proposal allowed two free bulk pickups of up to 3 cubic yards each year per
household, with a charge of $10 per cubic yard for subsequent pick-ups. Charges for the pickup
of electronics and appliances with refrigerants were spelled out.
Since DPW planned to discuss its bulk proposal with the Council, CBE put its research about
bulk on hold. Had the council weighed in on DPW’s proposal, CBE would have suggested
modifications based on a SMART model, but when Mr. Stumpff retired from DPW after an
extended absence, those discussions did not happen.
DPW Director Robert Marsili and City Manager Scott Somers attended CBE’s meeting in March
2019 to discuss the SCS bulk-waste report xxii and the ordinance proposed by Council, based on
that report, to limit the number of bulk items to be picked up at no cost to 20 per household per
year. A more in-depth discussion was had with Robert Marsili and Scott Somers in April 2019,
which shed more insight into the issues faced by DPW in bulk-waste pickup.
Changes Needed
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Bulk-waste pickup should be viewed as a combination of the availability of the service and its
cost. College Park residents value the availability of bulk-waste pickup services, and there is no
reason to curtail this availability, which is paid for by tax dollars.
That said, given the large variation in what constitutes a bulk-waste pickup, a cost structure
needs to be set up for the pickups, so that residents who rarely use the system (in FY2017, 54%
of residents did not call for bulk waste and 27% called once) are not subsidizing those who
make the most use of it, and there is incentive for all users to find other ways to manage
unwanted usable goods without simply putting them curbside for pickup.
Looking at the percentages noted above and considering the experience of DPW, it is the
minority of households that create the largest challenge for DPW and the City. It’s clear to CBE
that substantial changes should be made, including modifying the existing fee structure,
tightening City ordinances and educating residents about the problems and the solutions.
Substantial changes should be made, including modifying the existing fee structure,
tightening City ordinances and educating residents about the problems and the
solutions.

Student Rentals and Move-Outs
As most of us know, vast quantities of “stuff” are discarded at curbside during student-rental
move-outs, including usable furniture and household goods. This has been a long-standing
issue for the City DPW.
Currently, landlords are charged $180 each year for the larger volumes of trash and bulk, but
this fee has become a double-edged sword. It appears that renters and landlords feel entitled to
clean out the entire house and dispose of it haphazardly, sometimes not even bagged, all over
the front lawn for pickup.
In relation to student move-outs, DPW estimates that the current fee does not meet the
actual cost of cleanup.
One answer to DPW’s problem is simple: Charge for move-outs based on the amount of
material discarded. For instance, rather than the flat fee that is currently charged, require that
landlords or tenants use a check-off sheet to list items that will be discarded and pay a fee on
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that basis prior to scheduling the move-out pickup. If the items put out exceed those listed on
the sheet, bill an additional amount.
Although CBE is concerned that the City’s cost of pickup and transportation of move-outs be
fully covered, it is more concerned about the environmental costs of using and disposing of vast
quantities of resources and energy so blithely. Students, landlords, the University and society at
large apparently view such disregard as the norm.
Given the climate crisis we face on the planet, and at a time when the student-led Sunrise
Movement is shining the spotlight on the problems that will be faced by the next generation, now
is the time for a serious discussion and resolution of this issue in our university town. It is
imperative that the education and engagement of multiple parties on the links between resource
and energy use and finding alternatives to trashing usable goods be front and center.
For instance, a discussion could be had with the landlords’ association and a suggestion be
made that rentals be furnished so that furniture is not bought and disposed of annually. Another
long-term idea is for the university (e.g., City-University partnership) to facilitate establishment of
a business to pick up discards for repair and resale. CBE could initiate a discussion with the
University’s sustainability office and encourage student groups, including student renters, to get
involved.
The need to address this issue is long past due, and CBE would hope that the imperative for
sustainability would find resonance with all parties.
In the interest of equity, the Council may wish to consider move-out fees to be levied on
homeowners who are selling their homes and disposing large amount of bulk waste. Evictions
that result in bulk waste should be charged to the mortgage holders. A structure such as this
would cover all move-outs and address a substantial section of the bulk waste.
Other System Abusers
DPW has evidence proving that certain households are taking advantage of the City’s generous
bulk-waste program. Among them:
•

Contractors who live in College Park bring waste from their work sites for free disposal
by the City (for example, someone who puts out a toilet and a bathtub every other
week).
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•

A resident had a large oak tree cut down, chopped into logs and called for brush pickup.
The City had to use a truck-mounted crane to haul the logs up and hire a chipper to chip
the logs. Should the City charge a fee for this service?

•

Some residents repeatedly bring bulk waste from family or friends for free pickup and
disposal in College Park.

•

Residents who have construction and demolition (C&D) debris from home renovation
performed either themselves or by their contractors for City pickup. Should the City ban
these items or charge a fee for pickup?

DPW has extensive experience on these issues and the ability to set up a cost structure for bulk
pickups that will not be a barrier for the homeowner and yet deter the abuser of the system. For
example, the City could charge $50 to take away the debris from a bathroom renovation.
Homeowners who carry out their own repairs or renovations as a cost-saving measure would
appreciate the City’s services for hauling the debris away for $50 instead of the burden of
renting a truck and spending time away from work to take the debris to the landfill. The
contractor who is bringing the same debris back to College Park from jobs outside the City
would find it far more economical to collect debris from several jobs and take it directly to the
landfill in the truck he already owns. The use of the service would have been maintained and
the abuse curtailed. The fee should be determined on a per job basis.
White Goods and Electronics
Some white goods like refrigerators and dehumidifiers contain freon, a chemical that requires
special handling due to the damage it causes to atmospheric ozone. The cost of handing the
disposal of these white goods has increased. Televisions with cathode ray tubes and computers
also require special handling and disposal.
Our charges for disposal of these items should mirror those in neighboring jurisdictions so that
we do not become a sink for free disposal in the region.
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4—Fees and Revenues
•

For curbside trash, CBE recommends dropping the property tax by 2.5c per $100 of
property value and reducing the annual landlord trash fee by $80. As detailed in
Appendix A, the drop in the City’s revenue of $325,000 would be compensated by
collection of bag fees and the decrease in the trash tipping fee due to the decrease in
trash tonnage.

•

For bulk trash, CBE recommends $10 charge per bulk pickup (size to be defined,
preferably by volume) to be compensated by a 0.5c drop in the property tax rate. Data
show that 81% of households would either break even or come out ahead under this
arrangement. CBE recommends eliminating the landlord fee by $100 and levying moveout fees by size of move-out; having a C&D debris fee that is job dependent; a fee for
use of special equipment; and fees for white goods and electronics similar to that
charged by neighboring jurisdictions.

A SMART program will not be successful in College Park if it is not transparently
implemented in a revenue-neutral fashion.
Single-family homeowners currently cover the cost of trash pickup and disposal through
property taxes. Since the goal of SMART is to reduce waste and not to increase revenue, the
City should ensure that residents are not “double-taxed” for the same service when transitioning
to a SMART system; revenues raised through the bag fee should be compensated for by a
decrease in the property tax of the same amount.
For a few weeks, the City may experience a budget excess but trash tonnages will drop within a
few weeks of the start of the SMART, as they have done in other communities nationwide.
When trash volumes drop, revenues will be neutral.

Bottom Line: The SMART program will redistribute the cost of trash disposal such that
households that produce more trash will bear a larger portion of the cost.

The Landlord Fee
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Currently, the City charges landlords of rental homes an annual fee of $180 to cover the large
quantities of trash and bulk waste that these homes produce. There are roughly 1,000 rental
homes in College Park, rented mainly by students.
The City will maximize trash reduction only when student renters engage in the SMART
program.
Once a usage-based fee is implemented, these rental homes will pay for the disposal of the
trash and bulk waste they produce. Under a SMART system, rental homes should not be
double-charged any more than owner-occupied homes should be.
CBE recommends that the City involve the University’s Office of Sustainability during the
implementation of SMART and adopt a metered bulk program to capture the attention of the
student body as whole. SMART could produce successive generations of students who
understand early in their lives that their personal actions can make positive change happen.
CBE recommends that the City involve the University’s Office of Sustainability during the
implementation of SMART.
BAG FEES: FINANCIAL FACTS
Once the City establishes a bag fee, the scenarios could look as follows:
•

Typical owner-occupied home with 2.2 residents would pay $58 in bag fees for trash.

•

The average household with 2.84 residents will pay $75 in bag fees for trash annually.

•

The average rental home with 5 residents will pay $131 in bag fees.

SMART FOR RESIDENTS: KEY POINTS
•

Drop property tax rate for single-family homes by 2.5 cents per $100. (See Appendix A for
trash and revenue calculations.)

•

The average owner-occupied household will see a decrease in property tax of $55.

SMART FOR RENTERS (VIA LANDLORDS): KEY POINTS
•

Drop annual rental fee paid by landlords from $180 to $100.

•

Rental homes will see a tax + fee drop of $135.
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PROPERTY OWNERS AND BULK TRASH
•

Drop property tax for single-family homes by 0.5 cents per $100. (See Appendix B.)

•

The average owner-occupied home will see a decrease in property tax of $10.

•

Establish a bulk pickup fee of $10 for a certain defined volume. Households that ask for no
bulk pickup (54% in FY 2017) will receive a tax rebate. Households that called for one bulk
pickup each year (additional 27% in FY 2017) will break even.

•

DPW will establish pickup fees for Freon-bearing appliances, television sets and monitors,
as per the norm in neighboring jurisdictions.

RENTALS AND BULK TRASH
•

Eliminate the remaining annual fee for landlords of $100.

•

Rental homes will see a tax + fee drop of $110.

•

DPW will establish a move-out fee with a sliding scale for bulk trash pickup. Bulk waste will
drop significantly with a fee structure, and there will be no gaming of the system as
described previously.

Final Outcomes: Measures of Success
In an ideal world, introducing a SMART program will bring to College Park a variety of positive
outcomes.
•

Annual trash disposal is reduced from 687 pounds per capita to 450 pounds per capita.

•

All residents understand the change in the trash fee because it is transparent.

•

Residents agree that the change is fair for property owners and renters.

•

Resident complaints are heard and addressed.

•

Bulk trash drops as residents find other ways to dispose of unwanted but usable goods.

•

All sectors of the community participate and learn about resource conservation.

•

The University sets up a warehouse to collect, repair and resell used household goods.

•

Landlords rent furnished homes.

•

College Park’s leadership in SMART is recognized and replicated in other municipalities.

•

Council members and staff have a full understanding of the program via training and
handouts.
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Appendix A
Bag Fees and Revenue Calculations
Bag Cost
The basic assumption, validated by data from the State of Massachusetts, is that a 30-gallon
bag will hold 30 pounds. We suggest that bags of three sizes be made available: 8 gallon, 13
gallon and 30 gallon. The price structure for these bags is linear.
The following bag prices are suggested. A 15% overhead is assumed as administrative
fee, which may be either in-house or outsourced. See Appendix C for RFP to outsource
bags.
8-gallon bag: $0.50 (revenue: $0.425)
13-gallon bag: $0.75 (revenue $0.64)
30- gallon bag: $1.75 (revenue $1.49)
Current Waste Scenario
Trash landfilled in FY2018 (July 2017–June 2018) = 4,205 tons
Tipping cost ($59 per ton) = $248,095
Number of single-family homes = 4,450
Average household size = 2.84 (ESRI Survey CP Website:
https://www.collegeparkmd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/949/Executive-Summary---CallOuts?bidId=)
Annual per capita trash disposed = 665 pounds
Recyclables = 1,228 tons
Tipping cost ($27 per ton) = $33,156
Total tipping cost (trash + recyclables): $281,251
City rebate for tipping fee: $83,000
Proposed Drop in Revenues
Decrease Property Tax Rate for Single Family Homes by 2.5c per $100 = $245,000 ($98,000
per 1c drop: estimate by City’s Finance Director)
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Reduced Landlord Fee = $80,000 (1000 homes @$80 per home; currently 1053 SF homes on
rental list)
Total Revenue Drop: $325,000
This amount is to be recovered from bag fee for trash.
Revenues at Start of SMART implementation
Bag fee: 4,205 tons = 280,333 bags (30 gallon)
Revenue raised = 1.49*280,333 = $417,697
Compare to revenue loss: $ 325,000
At the start of program, the City would have an excess annual revenue of $92,697. However,
data show that once SMART is implemented, behavior changes in a matter of weeks and trash
tonnages drop quickly. This would lower the revenues collected from bag fees.
Future Waste Scenario under SMART
Trash, recycling and bulk-waste tonnages with SMART were estimated from the following
information.
•

Using data from thousands of communities, EPA has estimated that annual trash output
decreases to roughly 450 pounds per capita in a well-designed SMART system.

•

The State of Massachusetts collects data from 350 jurisdictions in the state, some of
which have SMART and others that do not. Trash disposed in SMART communities is
30% lower than in non-SMART communities.

A drop in per-capita trash from 665 to 450 pounds estimated by EPA would be consistent with
the 30% drop seen in Massachusetts data. The annual tonnage of trash will drop to 2,844 tons.
This is a reduction of 1,361 tons annually from the landfill.
Not all of the decrease in trash will end up as an increase in recycling; some, like usable textiles
and household goods, will find their way to reuse centers. The increase in recycling tonnage will
largely be from paper and recyclable containers. The county’s recent waste characterization
analysis found that 18.1% of disposed trash is recyclable paper, 12.3% is recyclable containers
and 14.7% is divertible materials such as wood, textiles and metals. Our calculations assume
that a SMART system would result in 75% of currently landfilled paper and recyclable
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containers will find their way into the blue recycling bins, increasing the recycling tonnage to
2,225 tons.

Future Cost
Trash: 2,844 tons (-1361)
Tipping fee: $167,769 (-$80,326)
Recyclables: 2,200 tons (+992)
Tipping fee: 59,940 (+26,784)
Total cost: $227,709 (-$53,542)
City rebate: $83,000
The total expenditure for tipping fees decreases by $53,542 by this implementation of SMART.
Future Revenue Scenario
Revenue gained from trash bags: $282,504
Revenue drop from tax and fee decrease: $325,000
Savings from tipping fees: $53,542
Total revenue loss: $271,458
The program is essentially revenue neutral.
The purpose of these calculations is to walk through the calculations of how current
costs and revenues are estimated and a future scenario under SMART could be
structured so as to be revenue neutral. All assumptions are listed to allow for easy
revision.
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Appendix B
Bulk Fees and Revenue Calculations
Current Waste Scenario
Bulk waste landfilled = 762 tons
[Bulk = 15% of waste]
Tipping cost for bulk ($59 per ton) = $44,958
Proposed Drop in Revenues
Decrease Property Tax Rate for Single Family Homes by 0.5c per $100 = $49,000 ($98,000 per
1c drop)
Reduce Landlord Fee by $100 = $100,000 (approximately 1000 homes currently 1053 SF
homes on rental list)
Total Revenue Drop: $149,000
In FY 2018:
54% of households did not call for bulk pickup
27% of households called once for bulk pickup
There were total of 3813 calls for bulk pickup
Revenue from New Bulk Program
3813 calls for bulk pickup at $10 per pickup = $38,130
Additional fees of about $100,000 to be collected from:
•

Televisions and monitors

•

Appliances with refrigerants

•

C&D debris

•

Use of special equipment (for example, logs)

•

Moveouts by renters and home sales (scheduled and pre-paid)

Charge no fees for brush that originates on property.
If needed, develop ordinances for material that did not originate on property.
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Appendix C
RFP for Bags – City of Portland
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RFP#217

CITY OF PORTLAND, MAINE
Depm•tment of Public Wor!Ul

Supply and Distribute Trash Bags for the
City's Recycling and Trash Collection Program

Notice and Specifications

The City of Portland is requesting proposal fi·om qualified vendors to manufacture and distribute
trash bags to retailers that pruticipate in a City-wide Pay as You Throw waste collection and
recycling program. The proposed contract tenn will be for three (3) years with an option for an
additional two (2) years that may be executed upon mutual agreement of the City and the
successful bidder.
Sealed proposals, as specified herein, will be received at the Purchasing Office, City Hall, 389
Congress Street, Room 103, Portland, Maine 04101, until3:00 p.m., Wednesday, August 17,
2016 at which time they will be publicly opened. The enclosed proposal forms must be used for
a proposal submission. Late, unsigned bids or bids submitted electronically shall not be
accepted. Bids shall remain open to acceptance for thhty days from theh· opening. Six (6)
complete copies of your proposal submission, including any descriptive literature, shall be
submitted on the fmms provided and in an envelope plainly marked on the outside with the
proposal's title and number.
All proposals shall be held open to acceptance for sixty days from their opening. Copies of the
above documents will be available at the Purchasing Office, Room 103, City Hall, 389 Congress
Street, Portland, ME 04 I 01. Each prospective proposer will be required to obtain from the City
each copy of the proposal form and each set of plans; e-mail jrl@pmtlandmaine.gov, phone
(207) 874-8654, or fax (207) 874-8652.
QUESTIONS
All questions shall be directed in writing only to the Purchasing Office, City Hall, Room 103,
389 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101, e-mail mff@ portlandmaine.gov or fax 207-874-8652
and be received by 12 noon at least five (5) City business days (Saturday, Snndays and Holidays
excluded) prior to the opening date. Questions received after this time will not be addressed.
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RFP#217
Written addenda may be issued when changes, clarifications, or amendments to this document
are deemed necessary to document holders registered in the Purchasing Office.
Receipt of any addenda must be acknowledged in writing as prut of a proposal. Each bidder
shall be responsible for ensuring that they have received any and all addenda. The City shall not
assmne responsibility for the receipt by the Contractor for any addenda.
Proposals from vendors not registered with the Pmchasing Office may be rejected; receipt of this
docmnent directly :fi·om the City of Portland indicates registration. Should a vendor receive this
Request from a source other than the City, please contact 207-874-8654 to ensure that your firm
is listed as a vendor for this RFP.

BACKGROUND
On July 1, 1999, the City of Portland latmched a volume-based recycling and trash bag for fee
program for residents who receive City trash collection services. Since the beginning of the
progran1 the City has purchased bags :fi·om a vendor and distributed them to participating retail
outlets. City staff mllilaged the inventory of bags, accepted and fulfilled orders from retailers,
and handled all invoicing llild collections. In order to streamline service and to reduce program
management duties for staff, the City wishes partner with a vendor who can distrib11te bags
directly to retailer, handle all billing and collection, and provide value added services such as
tracking progrrun metrics llild supporting public education.
The specifications contained within this RFP are designed to provide the following: (1) a bagbased pay-as-you-tlu·ow program utilizing existing retail stores to distribute bags to tl1e public;
(2) operational benefits and enhancements to the City's existing, successful pay-as-you-throw
service; (3) reductions in the administrative burden to the City; ( 4) use of existing waste
management and recycling infrastructure; and (5) creation of a partnership with the selected
vendor who willmalce the upfront and ongoing expenditures necessary to implement, maintain,
benchmark, and build on their proposed program over time.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Program Management Plan (Program)
Proposer will submit a comprehensive plan to manage City's bag-based pay-as-you-throw
Program to meet the objectives and goals stated in tlus Request'for Proposals. The Proposer
should address how its Program will transition the City's existing program to one that meets
these goals and includes the Scope of Services and Supplies herein. The Proposer must identify
other comnumities where the proposed Program has succeeded, state its qualifications to carry
out the Program and provide 3 (three) comparable references. The Proposer must identify key
personnel responsible for managing and administering the Program and include their
professional qualifications to conduct this work. The Proposer should prepare an analysis
showing the public benefits that will flow from the proposed Program llild is expected to suggest
updates and improvements to the Program throughout the term of a three (J) year contract with
the City. The Proposer will provide its qualification to offer ongoing guidance on such issues as
the composition, size and price of bag supplies, fees and costs associated with the Program,
resident experience, and otherwise, all subject to direction from the City.
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Data Analysis
Proposer must collect data fi·om City staff, ecomaine, and other sources both initially and on an
ongoing basis. This includes solid waste tonnage, recycling tollllage, disposal costs, residential
solid waste operating budget I costs. Data are to be collected and analyzed as available, no less
frequently than annually. Proposer must, on an annual basis, issue a report that stmnnarizes the
results of the Portland program and benchmark its pe1f01mance against other PAYT and Nonp A YT towns in ME and other cities as available, appropriate and relevant.
Support Community Education and Communication
Proposer must support the City's public connnunication campaign by providing relevant data and
messaging support in order to communicate the long term successes of the Program. Proposer
will help the City address questions and/or issues as they arise on an ongoing basis. Proposer will
also include options to enhance public education throughout the duration of the Program
including, but not limited to, a website, telephone-based support, and other ongoing public and
connnunity education. The proposal shall include a proposed schedule during which these
community outreach and education functions will occur.
Program Support
Proposer will identity in the proposal how it plans to provide ongoing staffing and customer
service support to ensure successful Program operation over the three (3) year term of the
contract. Thls may include a representative to serve as the Program's coordinator or manager
and the scope of work proposed. Any staffing or customer service support personnel should be
accompanied by a description of the responsibilities of the personnel as they relate to the
proposed Program, the qualifications of the proposed persollllel and tl1e availability of the
persollllel support throughout the term of a proposed contract.
Supplies
The Proposer shall identifY the specifications of and source of the bag supplies necessary to
administer the Program, including the recycled content used in the supplies. If the Proposer is
not the manufacturer of supplies, it shall identify the manufacturer and the location of
manufacturing facility(ies) that will manufacture bag supplies to be used in this Program and
address how it intends to gtmrantee supplies are always available. Requirements of supplies to
be used in the Program are:
Drawstring bags that are 1.5 mil gauge, of the following dimensions: 24"x28" (IS-gallon
equivalent) and 32"x34" (30-gallon equivalent), perforated rolls and sleeved with an insert that
includes information from the City, in colors that are directed by the City.
Proposer will be responsible for the quality of bag supplies used in its Program tl1roughout the
life of the Program and state its policies for customer service and replacing any bag supplies that
fail.
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Proposer shall prqvide detailed information regarding its quality control protocols, including
manufactming standards and quality control methods.
Distribution, Storage, and Inventory Management
Historically, the City has purchased 350,000 of the 30 gallon size and, 900,000 of the 15 gallon
size each year. However, the Proposer is expected to estimate the volume of bag supplies that
residents will usc dming the term of the contract with the City and explain how it will
make/procure; manage inventory, store and distribute them. The Proposer will explain its plan
for bag storage and distribution as well as its plan to transparently handle financial tracking and
rep01ting. The explanation will include:
•

A plan to distribute an adequate supply of bags to established retail outlets* in and
around the City. *See Attachment #1
• How long it will take for a retailer to receive bags from time of order to time of
delivery ·
• Its plan to ensure that distribution of supplies is convenient for City personnel and
residents.
• Its plan to ensure that no retail stock-outs occur due to lack of bag supply.
• Security of any bag supplies used in the Program during tl1e manufactme,
transport, and warehousing stages.
• Its plan for effectively managing its bag supply distribution network.
• Procedures for managing and reporting on bag supply transactions and inventories
to the City.
·
• Proposer will bear all the cost and risk related to bag supply inventory, including
the cost of all replacements due to manufacturing errors or defects.
Finance
THERE WILL BE NO UP FRONT PAYMENT UNDER THIS CONTRACT. THE
PROPOSER MUST REMIT PAYMENT TO THE CITY ON A MONTHLY BASIS
REPRESENTING (A) THE DIFFERNCE BETWEEN PROCEEDS COLLECTED FROM ALL
RETAILERS IN THE PREVIOUS MONTH AND (B) THE PAYMENT TO PROPOSER
UNDER THIS AGREEMENT (THE SUM OF WHICH SHALL BE AGGREGATED INTO A
PER BAG FEE IN THIS PROPOSAL). Tile Proposer will explain its plan for handling ftmds
between the point of sale of bag supplies and the City, including clearly identifying its fees for
designing, implementing and administering the Scope of Services, including all supplies,
identified in this Request for Proposals. The Proposer's response should address:
•
•
•
•

How the Proposer will maintain accountability and repott all funds collected on
behalf of the City
The Proposer's collection policies with retailers involved in selling or
distributing supplies to residents
The Proposer's banking relationships and processes necessary to move funds,
with periodic and regular reporting of all financial flows
Proposer's insurance applicable to operations of the Program
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•

Sample copies of the accounting reports that will be provided to the City on a
monthly basis including up not limited to a baulc statement, invoice register, cash
receipts journal and accounts receivable aging report.

Program Fees
Proposer will state how it will charge the City to provide the services and supplies described
herein in each year of a three (3) year contract, including how it will assume the risks of any
changes in costs of labor, shipping, or raw materials in order to deliver stable pricing to the City
over the duration of the term, If the Proposer proposes an annual change in cost during the three
(3) year term, it must identifY the formula used to calculate such change.
As the City of Pmtlandis exempt from the payment of Federal Excise Taxes and Maine Sales
tax, prices quoted herein shall not include these taxes.
SELECTION CRITERIA
Price
Strength of Management Plan
Relevant Municipal Experience

40%
40%
20%

REFERENCES
The bidder shall provide with their proposal submission three (3) trade references who shall be
customers who purchase large quantities of trash bags. References shall include contact names,
titles, addresses and telephone numbers.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Vendor shall comply fully with the Nondiscrimination and Equal Opportunity Provisions of the
Workforce Investment Act of 1998, as amended (WIA, 29 CFR part 37); the Nontraditional
Employment for Women Act of 1991; title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended;
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended; the Age Discrimination Act of 1975,
as amended; title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended; and with all applicable
requirements imposed by or pursuant to regulations implementing those laws, including but not
limited to 29 CFR part 3 7 and all other applicable laws, including the Maine Human Rights Act,
ordinances and regulations regarding equal opportunity and equal treatment.
RESERVATION OF RIGHTS
The successfhl bidder shall agree to defend, indenmizy and save the City harmless fi'om all
losses, costs or damages caused by its acts or those of its agents, and, before signing the contract,
will produce evidence satisfactory to the City's Corporation Counsel of coverage for General
Public and Automobile Liability insurance in amounts not less tl1an $400,000 per person, for
bodily injury, death and property damage, protecting the contractor and the City, and nanling the
City as an additional insured from such claims, and shall also procure Workers' Compensation
insurance.
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All materials and equipment 11sed as well as all methods of installation shall comply at a
minimum with any and all Federal, OSHA, State and/or local codes, including applicable
municipal ordinances and regulations.
The City of Portland reserves the right to cancel the contract immediately for cause. The City
shall have the right to terminate the ensuing agreement with the contracted vendor for
convenience. In the event the City exercises said right, it shall pay the vendor for all bags held in
reserve by the vendor as of the date of the receipt by the vendor of the notice to terminate.
The City reserves the right to substantiate bidders' qualifications, capability to perfmm,
availability, past performance record for the City or for others and to verify that the bidder is
current in its obligations to the City, including taxes, sewer assessments and any other City
accounts receivable.
The City reserves the right to waive any infmmality in bids, to accept any bid, and to reject any
or all bids, should it be deemed for the best interest of the City to do so.
Pursuant to City procurement policy and ordinance, the City is 1Umble to contract with businesses
or individuals who are delinquent in their financial obligations to the City. These obligations
may include but are not limited to real estate and personal propmty taxes and sewer user fees.
Bidders who are delinquent in their financial obligations to the City must do one of the
following: bring the obligation cmtent, negotiate a payment plan with the City's Treasury offtce,
or agree to an offset which shall be established by the contract which shall be issued to the
successful bidder.
It is the custom of the City of Portland, Maine to pay its bills 30 days following equipment
delivery and acceptance, and following the receipt of con-ect invoices for all items covered by
the purchase order. If your organization prefers to receive payment via electronic transfer rather
than by check, please see the web link below* and include that EFT f01m with yonr proposal
submission. In submitting bids under these speciftcations, bidders should take into account all
discounts; both trade and time allowed in accordance with this payment policy and quote a net
price, The City is exempt from the State's sales and use tax as well as all Federal excise taxes.

* http://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/HomeNiew/817

July 25, 2016

Matthew F. Fitzgerald
Purchasing Manager

i
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PROPOSAL TO SUPPLY TRASH BAGS
FOR THE CITY'S TRASH COLLECTION PROGRAM

* This form must be signed and included in your proposal*
The UNDERSIGNED hereby declares that he, she or they are the only person(s), firm or corporation
interested in this proposal as principal; that it is made without any connection with any other person(s),
firm or corporation submitting a proposal for the same.
The UNDERSIGNED hereby declares that they have read and understand all conditions as outlined
herein, and that the proposal is made in accordance with same.
The UNDERSIGNED hereby declares tbat any person(s) employed by the City ofPmtland, Maine, who
has direct or indirect personal or financial interest in this proposal, or in any profits which may be
derived therefrom has been identified and the interest disclosed by separate attachment. (Please include
in your disclosure any interest which you know of. An example of a direct interest would be a City
employee who would be paid to perform services under this proposal. An example of an indirect
interest would be a City employee who is related to any officers, employees, principals or shareholders
of your firm or you. If in doubt of status or interest, please disclose to the extent known).
This Proposal acknowledges, if applicable, the receipt of Addenda No. _ _ _ _ __
COMPANYNAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: --c-c---~--,---,---::-cc--,----c:--,--- DATE: _______
(Officer, Authorized Individual or Owner)
PRINT NAME & TITLE: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADDRESS: ---------------------------~----------

TELEPHONE: ___________________ FAX: ---------------------E-MAIL: ___________________ FEDERAL TAX I. D.#:.______________
STATE OF INCORPORATION (If incorporated in another State, businesses must be authorized to do
business in the State of Maine.
NOTE: All proposals must beai· the handwritten signature of a duly authorized member or
employee of the organization malting the bid.

II
I

I
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PI'oposal (cont.)

* This form MUST be included in your proposal*
TRASH BAGS
SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES, PRICES AND TOTAL BID

ITEM

COST PER 1,000

Trash bags, 30 gallon

--------'1M*

Trash bags, 15 gallon

- - - - - '/M*

"' Including Distribution, Storage, and Inventory Management

Proposed Atmual Percentage increases for:
Year2

----~%

Year3

_____%

If renewal option is exercised:
Year4

Year5

(_,LI _ _ _ _ %

_ _ _ _ _%
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* This form must be included in your proposal*
Does the bidder manufacture the proposed bags? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If not, indicate the name and address of the manufacturer:

Vendors must indicate in their proposal submission the percentage of recycled material, if any,
used in the manufacture of their product.
%

List any exceptions taken to requirements as specified in this document. (Attach separate sheet).

9
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Attachment# 1 Locations to Purchase City Bags
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Attachment # 1 Locations to Purchase City Bags
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A SMART Program for College Park
Committee for a Better Environment
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The Global Problem
• Humanity’s demand on Nature exceeds what
the Earth can renew in a given year.
• Currently, we overshoot the earth’s ecological
capacity by the end of July.
• Endless extraction of raw material and energy
causes air, water, and land pollution.
• And then there is climate change.
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Impacts of Trash
• Average daily per capita municipal solid waste (trash) is
4.4 lbs
• Includes items that could be recycled, reused, repaired,
refurbished.
• Single use items – same items needed the next day
• Trucks that haul garbage
• Landfills: leachate, methane from organics
• Incinerators: toxic materials burned, toxic ash buried
• Poor communities impacted most - Environmental
Justice
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Our Local Trash Problem
• Brown Station Landfill is expected to stay
operational until 2026.
• When it fills up, our trash will likely be taken out of
state
• In 2014, Prince George’s considered building an
RDF (refuse-derived fuel) facility
• One of the sites identified as suitable for burning
RDF was the UMd boiler – right here in College Park
• The RFP for the RDF facility was withdrawn after
activist protests.
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2012 – Prince George’s Waste Characterization Study
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What’s in the Trash we throw out?

Prince George’s Waste Characterization Study (2012)
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Residential Recyclable Paper
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Residential Landfilled Waste
in Prince George’s
• 18% recyclable paper +
• 12% recyclable containers +
• 31% compostable food waste +
= 61% of landfilled waste
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Consequences of Landfilling Recyclables
• Residential Paper: 51% recycled (49% is not)
• Residential Plastics: 33% recycled (67% is not)
• Textiles: 5% of disposed waste
• Using EPA’s Waste Reduction Model (WARM) SCS Engineers
calculated that over 66,000 tons of carbon equivalents (MTCE)
would be reduced by recycling materials annually disposed at
Brown Station.
• These reductions equal:
–
–
–
–

The annual emissions from 55,000 passenger vehicles OR
Conserving nearly 30 million gallons of gasoline OR
Conserving over 1400 rail cars of coal OR
Conserving nearly 11 million cylinders of household propane
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Carrots and Sticks:
How to Incentivize Waste Reduction
• CBE Workshops on Backyard Composting with Free
Compost Bins for CP residents
• Mandatory Recycling: City Ordinance March 2015
– Did not impact recycling rate
– FY15-FY18: Recycling rate steady at 29%
• City Resolution 16-R-17 in July 2016 set up workgroup to
study usage-based trash fee.
• SMART (Save Money and Recycle Trash) or PAYT (Pay As
You Throw)
059

• Utilities are metered: trash should be
too
• SMART/ PAYT can be structured to be
revenue neutral
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Case Study—Worcester, MA

A Long-Running Success Story in a Large City
In 1993, Worcester’s municipal budget crisis forced the City to adopt a bag-based PAYT waste
reduction and recycling program.
In the first week, Worcester’s recycling rate shot from 2% to 38%, and their solid waste
volume dropped 47% between the year before the program and the year after.
Results of over 20 years of PAYT in Worcester:
• 400,000 tons of trash diverted
• 200,000 tons of additional recycling
• Savings of more than $10 million in waste disposal costs
• 43% recycling rate, among the best in MA and far higher than the statewide average of 30%

181,000 population
$46,000 median income/HH
Bag-based PAYT with curbside trash
and recycling collection
http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/
pages/index.xhtml

Annual Pounds of Trash per Capita

900

396

NATIONAL AVERAGE

WORCESTER, MA
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Case Study—Dartmouth, MA

Trading Places: Trash and Recycling
To address fiscal challenges and extend the life of its landfill, the Town of Dartmouth, MA
introduced its PAYT program with automated recycling collection in October 2007. As a result,
the Town reduced its trash budget by paying less in tipping fees and by selling its recycling.
Now, the Town’s trash collection program is self-sufficient and runs independent of the
general fund.
From 2007 to 2013, the Town saw
• A 59% decrease in solid waste tonnage
• A 50% increase in recycling tonnage
• A 150% increase in its recycling rate
Dartmouth, Mass., Solid Waste Volume, FY2007 – FY2013

34,000 population
$71,000 median income/HH
Bag-based PAYT with curbside trash
and dual-stream recycling
collection
http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/
pages/index.xhtml

Annual Pounds of Trash per Capita

900

400

NATIONAL AVERAGE

DARTMOUTH, MA
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Town of New Windsor – Carroll County – MD (2019)

Tons

New Windsor, MD Generation Before & After
FuTuRe
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Trash before FuTuRe

Trash after FuTuRe

Recycling before FuTuRe

Recycling after FuTuRe
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Town of New Windsor - Carroll County – MD (2019)
Overall Waste Generation (Trash + Recycling) is Down by 26%

Waste Stream Shift
240

Annual Tonnage

200

Curbside Recycling
19%

160
120

Curbside Trash
81%

80

0

Before FUTURE

Overall Generation of materials (trash and
recycling) is down by 26%.

•

FuTuRe has moved materials into other streams
such as recycling, reuse, backyard composting,
increased textiles donations, and more.

•

Less generation means less handling for the
County, and less exposure to landfill tip
increases.

•

Less waste means extended landfill life for the
County.

•

Less materials mean lower hauling costs for
County and for haulers.

Curbside Recycling
36%

Curbside Trash
64%

40

•

AFTER FUTURE
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Town of New Windsor - Carroll County - MD
New Windsor FuTuRe Program Pilot Results
8 month FuTuRe Pilot Results:
•
Trash tonnage dropped by 43% (from 339.71 to 193.36 tons)
•
Recycling rate nearly doubled from 19% to 36%
•
Recycling contamination levels are slightly better than other
Carroll County towns (according to County)
•
No illegal dumping reported (according to County)
•
Projected annual tip fee is $18,373, down from average annual
tip fee of $32,000
•
The average home will pay 43% less for disposal with FuTuRe
•
Discontinuing FuTuRe will mean that the annual tip will increase
by about $13,300 annually
•
The FuTuRe program is more fair to those who throw away less
and fair to those that are more wasteful
•
Three residents / businesses have been using stickers instead of
bags. Approximately 30 stickers were given out (for free) and
12 stickers were sold through Town Hall
•
Collection time has decreased for the hauler (7am to 10am).
Prior to FuTuRe, route was scheduled to end around 12pm or
12:30pm (depending on number of drivers)

Projected Annual
Waste Cost
(based on annual not fiscal)
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
Annual Waste Cost
2016

2017

2018

2019
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SMART Programs are Everywhere
• 6000 communities across the U.S. (10,000
worldwide) have implemented some form of
SMART.
• Massachusetts has a state website devoted to
analyzing programs statewide:
https://www.mass.gov/lists/pay-as-youthrow-paytsave-money-and-reduce-trashsmart#existing-%20payt/smart-programs066

@ Mass.gov
LIVING v

0 FF ERE D BY

Search Mass.gov

WORKING v

LEARNING v

V ISITING & EXPLORING v

SE A RCH

YOUR GOVERNMENT v

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection

Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT)/Save-Money-And-ReduceTrash (SMART)
Learn about the successes and documented savings that Massachusetts cities
and towns have achieved by implementing PAYT/SMART programs.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

0
0
0
0

Cl

Existing PAYT/SMART Programs
Resources for PAYT/SMART Municipalities
Why Consider PAYT/SMART?
PAYT/SMART Curbside Results
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Table of Contents

Why Consider PAYT/SMART?

PAYT/SMART Curbside Results
~ Case Study: Town of Ashland

(PDF 34.58 KB)

~ Case Study: City of Chicopee

(PDF 211.75 KB)

~ Case Study: Town of Hamilton ("Three Sort")

~ Case Study: City of Malden

(PDF 982.97 KB)

(PDF 32.79 KB)

~ Case Study: Town of Wrentham

(PDF 21.48 KB)
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Bags or Bins as Usage Units?
• CBE Recommends Bags because Bags result in
the largest reduction in trash
• Bags offer flexibility
• Bags incentivize ongoing trash reduction
• A bin can be only so small: 30 gallons – a small
kitchen bag is 4 gallons
• Bags are bought at convenient locations
citywide.
• Cost of bags covers cost of tipping fee
069

Revenue Neutrality
• “Single-family homeowners currently cover
the cost of trash pickup and disposal through
property taxes. Since the goal of SMART is to
reduce waste and not to increase revenue, the
City should ensure that residents are not
“double-taxed” for the same service when
transitioning to a SMART system; revenues
raised through the bag fee should be
compensated for by a decrease in the
property tax of the same amount.”
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CBE’s Revenue Neutral Bag Structure Example
•

Assumptions:

– 15% administrative fee for bags
– 30 gallon bag holds 30 lbs.

•
•
•

8 gallon bag: $0.50 (revenue: $0.425)
13 gallon bag: $0.75 (revenue $0.64)
30 gallon bag: $1.75 (revenue $1.49)

•

Drop in property tax of 2.5c per $100 property value
– Typical homeowner would get $55 in tax credit

•

In a well-designed SMART program, trash would drop to 450 lbs per capita per year
– Average owner-occupied home with 2.2 residents would spend $58 in bag fees annually.
– Average student rental with 5 residents would spend $131 annually.

•
•

Called for a drop in landlord fee of $80. Students, not landlords, would control and pay for
trash output.
This example ensured that the City maintained revenues needed for tipping fee.
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Other Ways to Achieve Revenue Neutrality
• Offer additional services that further reduce
trash
– e.g. curbside compost pickup

• Food waste comprises 30% of trash disposed.
• An average household that composts may only
spend $40 on trash bags.
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Bulk Waste

Solid Waste Collection Study
Department of Public Works
City of College Park, Maryland
9217 51st Avenue
College Park, MD 20740
240-487-3590

02218052.00 | January 2, 2019

11260 Roger Bacon Drive
Reston, VA 20190
703-471-6150
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Bulk Usage Table
quantities of material at the curb. Data provided by the City indicate a single property that received
13 special trash collections during one year.
Table 4 summarizes the number of properties and the corresponding number of times a special
trash collection event was scheduled for the property.
Table 4.

Number of Special Trash Collections by Property

Number of Special
Trash Collections
in 2017
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
TOTAL

Number of
Properties
Receiving Special
Trash Collection
2,360
1,173
435
202
91
53
24
14
11
7
4
7
1
1
4,383

Proportion of
Properties
Receiving Special
Trash Collection
54%
27%
10%
5%
2%
1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
100%

The City of College Park estimates that they service 4,383 homes in the City’s four districts. SCS
estimates that just over half (54 percent) of homes in the City did not participate in the curbside
special trash collection program in FY’17 (2,360 homes). Using data provided by the City, SCS
counted 1,608 properties that received either one or two special trash collections. Four hundred
and fifteen properties used the City’s special trash collection program three or more times in 2017.
Of those 415 properties, 122 of them used the special trash service five or more times in the same
year.

Limit Curbside Collections to Four Annually
One way to manage the special trash collection program is to limit the number of collections a
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Problems with Bulk Waste
• CBE is concerned that our existing bulk waste system does
not incentivize reuse or donation of usable goods

– Limiting bulk to 20 items per household does not address this
issue
– SMART suggestion: charge for each (defined) bulk pickup (with
revenue neutrality)

• System Abusers

– Contractors bringing material from work site for free disposal
– Oak tree log removal requiring truck mounted crane
– Logistical issues to be addressed through tightened ordinances.

• Student Moveouts

– Engage landlords, students, UMd sustainability groups
– Why are undergraduate houses rented unfurnished?
075
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Security
Camera
Monitoring
MOU
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
COUNCIL WORKSESSION

Prepared By:

R. W. Ryan, Public Services Director

Meeting Date: 09/17/2019

Presented By: R.W. Ryan, Public Services Director
Originating Department:

Public Services

Issue Before Council:

Discussion and consideration of an MOU with the University of Maryland
Department of Public Safety (UMDPS) relating to the provision of monitoring
services for closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras

Strategic Plan Goal:

Goal 4: Quality Infrastructure

Background/Justification:
The University of Maryland Department of Public Safety (UMDPS) live monitors eighteen (18) CCTV security
cameras in Old Town and three (3) CCTV cameras on Baltimore Avenue between Lakeland and Berwyn
House Roads for a total of 21 cameras. UMDPS provided this service at no cost for three (3) years until the
original MOU expired at the end of FY14. Subsequent and proposed MOUs between the City and UMDPS
reflect the following cost per camera and total cost, if approved by City Council:

Year(s)
FY 15
FY 15-18
FY 19
FY 20

Live Monitoring Costs
Cost per Camera
$6,130
$6,698
$6,899
$7,106

Total Annual Cost (21 cameras)
$128,730
$140,658
$144,879
$149,226

The attached draft MOU retroactively sets the cost of live monitoring City cameras from July 1, 2018 through
June 30, 2019 at a cost of $6,899 per camera, and from July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 at a cost of $7,106
per camera. The draft MOU provides an alternative such that UMDPS will provide record-only services for
CCTV cameras at the following annual unit prices:

Year
FY 19
FY 20

Record-Only Services
Cost per Camera
$642
$661

Total Annual Cost (21 cameras)
$13,482
$13,881

If Council were to consider the alternative, the City would realize a savings of $135,345 beginning in fiscal
year 20, which would allow the City to purchase approximately 6 cameras annually, including installation and
maintenance by Hitachi, the City’s service provider for the City’s remaining cameras.
UMPD Deputy Chief David Lloyd will attend the Worksession to answer any operational questions including
the difference between active monitoring and record only services.
Fiscal Impact:
Varies greatly depending upon live versus record-only services.
Council Options:
1. Approve and authorize the City Manager to sign the agreement with direction to continue with live
camera monitoring services.
2. Approve and authorize the City Manager to sign the agreement with direction to switch to record-only
camera maintenance services.
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3. Not approve the MOU and cease UMD monitoring services.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff will take direction.
Attachments:
1. Draft MOU
2. Security Camera Projects as of 09/2019
3. Security Camera Maps

2
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UMDPS/CITY OF COLLEGE PARK
Memorandum of Understanding
CCTV CAMERA MONITORING
I.

OVERVIEW & TERM
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is an agreement between the University of

Maryland, College Park, Department of Public Safety (UMDPS) and the City of
College Park (CCP) relating to the provision of monitoring services for CCP
closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras in the UMDPS Security Operations
Center (SOC). This MOU in essence continues the agreement entered into by the
parties for the period of time commencing on July 1, 2014 and ending on June
30, 2018, with some terms and provisions being modified. The parties have
operated in accordance with the terms of this MOU and deem it to be effective
retroactively as of July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2020.
II.

STAFFING & SUPERVISION
All individuals working in the SOC are employed by UMDPS and function
under the direction of a full-time UMDPS professional staff member. The SOC
will provide staffing necessary to monitor the CCTV cameras referenced in
Exhibit A, which is attached and incorporated in this MOU. A full-time
professional UMDPS employee will be on call at all times when an on-duty
supervisor is not scheduled or otherwise available in the SOC. Although
UMDPS employees are assigned to work in the interest of CCP pursuant to this
MOU, they are hired, trained, and directly supervised by UMDPS employees.
CCP is encouraged to provide feedback related to SOC employee performance,
either positive or negative, if noteworthy performance is observed.

III. UNIFORMS & OPERATIONAL COSTS
Employees of the SOC wear a set uniform for daily operations as dictated by
SOC policy. Component costs of the service fee include, but are not limited to:






purchase of required uniform items for use by SOC employees.
equipment in the SOC itself, including high-definition CCTV monitors,
computers, keyboards, video controllers, consoles, network and other
storage and recording devices, etc.
maintenance of the above referenced equipment.
wages, salaries, and benefits of SOC employees associated with
supervision, monitoring, video review, and coordination with the City’s
vendor for camera maintenance.
training of SOC employees.
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IV. COMMUNICATIONS & RELATIONS
All persons involved will be responsible for promptly returning telephone calls,
email, and other communiques. Meetings may be scheduled as appropriate or
requested to address issues of interest to either party. These meetings will take
place as needed or requested by either party to this MOU. CCP is strongly
encouraged to notify UMDPS by calling (301) 405-3555 whenever any
suspicious or illegal activity is suspected to be taking place.
V.

SERVICE & MAINTENANCE OF CAMERAS
Service and maintenance for the cameras being monitored pursuant to this MOU
is provided by a vendor selected and hired by CCP. UMDPS will coordinate
directly with the contractor to report service needs and CCP will receive copies
of all service requests sent to the contractor.
The only responsibilities of UMDPS with respect to service and maintenance are
to make timely notification of camera malfunctions and to coordinate with the
CCP contractor, as needed, to allow interface access. UMDPS bears no
responsibility for the maintenance of these cameras, nor for the inability to
manipulate, monitor, or record images due to malfunctioning cameras.
Following repair, it is the responsibility of CCP to ensure that the contractor of
choice makes notification to UMDPS that the camera is back in service.
CCP may choose at any time to contract with a different organization for service
and maintenance but must provide the contact information and arrange a meeting
between UMDPS, CCP, and the new contractor to determine notification
procedures.

VI. TRAINING & PERFORMANCE
No SOC employee will be assigned to monitor cameras without having first been
trained by UMDPS personnel. SOC employee training will be augmented as
needed. The cost of training is a component of the fee for services and will be
provided as necessary by UMDPS personnel.
VII. MONITORING OF CCTV CAMERAS BY SOC PERSONNEL
SOC employees will monitor the cameras referenced in Exhibit A, located within
the City of College Park. Using equipment provided by UMDPS, SOC
employees will perform the following tasks:
For those cameras identified by CCP, monitor the areas within camera
range by conducting prescribed camera rounds and patrols 24 hours
per day, 7 days per week with the exception of the Genetec tag reader
cameras;
2
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Notify University of Maryland Police Department (“UMPD”) of any
unusual/illegal circumstances;
Record all activities captured by the cameras on a 24 hour per day, 7
days per week basis; and
As appropriate and when requested, review recorded video footage
and provide evidence to local police officers and UMPD and other
approved agents of CCP/UMD to assist with cases.
Additionally, at CCP's request, UMDPS will make cameras available for
viewing by CCP personnel in the SOC. CCP must contact the SOC Manager or
Commander in advance to arrange to view cameras in the SOC. Due to the nature
of camera monitoring and recording, there is no guarantee that all incidents will
be captured, even if they occur within the potential purview of the cameras
covered under this MOU. Because SOC personnel are able to view a very
limited number of cameras or areas at any given time, an incident may occur on
a camera that is not currently under observation at the time of the incident. While
not being actively monitored by SOC personnel, each of the CCP cameras is
programmed to cover the broadest area possible. Because each camera has a
wide field of view, a camera may be "looking" in one area while an incident is
occurring in another. If a camera is pointed in one direction and an incident is
occurring in a different location, the incident will not be captured or recorded.
VIII. SERVICE FEES
This MOU commenced in Fiscal Year ("FY") 2019 (July l, 2018) and continues
through FY 2020 (June 30, 2020). It reflects a 3% increase in fees for FY 2020,
rounding up to the nearest dollar. The annual unit price for monitoring services
under this MOU is $6,899 per camera for FY2019, $7,106 per camera for
FY2020.
The total for monitoring all twenty-one CCP CCTV cameras is as follows:
FY 2019 - $144,879.00
FY 2020 - $149,226.00
UMDPS will provide record only services for the Genetec tag reader ("LPR")
cameras listed on Exhibit A at no charge so long as CCP chooses to have all of its
CCTV cameras listed on Exhibit A monitored.
In the alternative, UMDPS will provide record-only services for CCTV cameras
identified by CCP at the following annual unit prices:
FY19 - $642 per camera
FY20 - $661 per camera
3
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CCP shall provide at least 45 days’ prior written notice to UMDPS of a request
to change the designation of a monitored CCTV camera to a record-only camera.
In the event that CCP decreases the number of CCTV cameras being monitored
in favor of making them record only, CCP will be charged for the record-only
services that would otherwise be due for the LPR cameras on a prorated basis
beginning on the date the first camera is switched from monitoring to record-only.
Additional cameras brought online within CCP's area of responsibility may be
covered under the same provisions of this MOU upon written amendment signed
by both parties. Service fee adjustments necessitated by changes in the number
of cameras being monitored over the life of this MOU will be prorated based on
unit price from the point the services for each camera begin or end.
Should this MOU expire without a new agreement being signed, and in order to
insure continuity of service, UMDPS will continue to monitor and record at the
level of service in place as of the expiration of this MOU at a continuing fee
escalation of 3% per year rounding up to the nearest dollar. The fee increase will
become effective on July 1st of each year that a new agreement is not signed, and
billed for accrued amounts as necessary.
An invoice for services rendered in FY19 will be sent to CCP from UMDPS on
July 15, 2019.
An invoice for services rendered in FY20 will be sent to CCP from UMDPS on
July 15, 2020.
IX. NON-COMPLIANCE AND TERMINATION
In the event of perceived non-compliance with any aspect of this MOU, written
notification must be made to the other party. Written response to any complaint
will be made within five (5) business days from the date the complaint is received.
Repeated failure on the part of either party to comply with the terms of this MOU
after written notifications of such failure to the other party may result in
termination of this MOU. In addition to termination for non-compliance, this
MOU may be terminated by either party after thirty (30) business days’ prior
written notice. In the event this MOU is terminated for any reason, fees to which
UMDPS is entitled will be determined and payable at the time of service
termination on a prorated basis.
X. AGREEMENT OF THE PARTIES
This MOU constitutes the entire understanding between the parties. No
modification or addition to this MOU shall have any effect unless made in writing
and signed by both parties hereto.

2
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this MOU this _____
day of ___________, 2019, which is the date that the last signatory signs this MOU.

City of College Park:

Witness:

_________________________________
Scott Somers, City Manager

________________________________
Name:

Date: ______________________

Approved as to form and legal sufficiency:
_____________________________________
Attorney, City of College Park

University of Maryland, College Park:

Witness:

____________________________________
Carlo Colella,
Vice President for Administration and Finance
University of Maryland College Park

_______________________________
Name:

Date: ______________________
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EXHIBIT A

1.

2.

3.

4.

Project Title: Old Town "MESH" Wireless
Status:

Monitored by UMPD FYI 5 (07/01/2014 - 06/30/2015)

Cameras:

15-PTZ

4- LPR

Project Title: Hartwick Road at Princeton Avenue
Status:

In Servicefor Monitoring (01/01/2015 - 06/30/2015)

Cameras:

1 -PTZ

Project Title: Guilford Road — Calvert Hills
Status:

In Servicefor Monitoring (01/01/2015-06/30/2015)

Cameras:

2-PTZ 1-LPR

Project Title: Lakeland/Baltimore Avenue
Status:

In Servicefor Monitoring (03/01/2015 -06/30/2015)

Cameras:

3-PTZ 2- LPR

Key:
BJAG Byrne Justice Assistance Grant through GOCCP:
CCTV = Closed Circuit Television/Fixed Focus Security Camera
GOCCP = Governor's Office of Crime Control & Prevention
LPR—License Plate Recognition and Recording Security Camera
PTZ = Pan/TiIt/Zoom Remote Controlled and Monitored Security

2
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City of College Park Security Cameras Status Report
1.

Project Title:

Municipal Garage

Cameras:

Status:

25- Fixed CCTV
2- PTZ
1- LPR
Costs
Funding Source
$ 53,353.00
BJAG/GOCCP Grant
No Fixed Cost
City
N/A
City
City
Included in Garage Costs
Data stored on City-server and provided to police agencies for
investigative purposes
Installation Complete. Cameras Active

Project Title:

Old Town “MESH” Wireless

Cameras:

15- PTZ
4- LPR
Costs
Funding Source
$ 500,000.00
BJAG/GOCCP Grant
$ 171,816.96
City Funded 5-Year Contract
$ 96,000.00 ($6,400/PTZ/Year) City funded; UMPD monitors
City
$ 4,800.00/Year
PTZ Cameras are actively monitored by UMPD-SOC at annual cost to
the City
Installation Complete. Cameras and Monitoring Active. Hitachi will
redesign signal paths for enhanced camera stability when a fiber optic
connection becomes available.

Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:

2.

Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

3.

Project Title:

Rhode Island Avenue and Edgewood Road

Cameras:

4-LPR (each lane exiting the intersection)
Costs
Funding Source
$ 68,244.00
City
TBD
City
N/A
City
N/A
City
Data stored on-site; accessible to police agencies via vendor data links
since 01/01/16.
Equipment installed and recording.

Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

Key: CCTV = Closed Circuit Television; LPR=License Plate Recognition Camera; PTZ=Remote Controlled Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Camera
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City of College Park Security Cameras Status Report
4. Project Title:
Cameras:

Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

5. Project Title:
Cameras:
Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

6. Project Title:
Cameras:
Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

Metzerott Road at St. Andrews Place
1-LPR (monitoring vehicles entering the neighborhood via St. Andrews
Place from Metzerott Road)
1-CCTV fixed focus monitoring exiting vehicles
Costs
Funding Source
$ 32,061.00
City
TBD
City
N/A
City
N/A
City
Data stored on-site; accessible to police agencies via vendor data link
since 01/01/16.
LPR and CCTV Equipment installed and recording on site. Accessible
to police agencies via data link since 01/01/16..

Guilford Road
2-PTZ
1-LPR
Costs
Funding Source
$ 50,000.00
City
Added to maintenance contract
City
$12,800 ($6,400/PTZ/Year)
City
N/A
City
An extension of Old Town wireless system, to be actively monitored by
UMPD-SOC at an annual cost to the City.
Installation complete. Cameras active.

Lakeland/Baltimore Avenue
3-PTZ
Costs
$ 65,000.00
Added to maintenance
contract
UMPD

2- LPR
Funding Source
BJAG/GOCCP ($50,000)
City
($15,000)

City

City funded$ 19,200
($6,400/PTZ/Year)
TBD
City
An extension of the off-campus system monitored by UMPD-SOC at an
annual cost to the City.
Installation complete. Cameras active.

Key: CCTV = Closed Circuit Television; LPR=License Plate Recognition Camera; PTZ=Remote Controlled Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Camera
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City of College Park Security Cameras Status Report

7. Project Title:
Cameras:
Original:
Original:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

8. Project Title:
Cameras:

Trolley Trail, and Davis Field
6-PTZ
1- LPR
Costs
Funding Source
BJAG/GOCCP
$ 125,000.00
City
$ 25,000.00
Added to maintenance
City
contract
Wireless Access
City
N/A
City
Data stored on-site and accessible to police agencies via vendor data
links.
PEPCO work complete; Hitachi contractors to connected power in late
2015. Data will be immediately store on-site; accessible to police
agencies via vendor data link since 01/01/16.

Abandoned Phase 7 ( Lakeland, Berwyn, Duvall Field,
Trolley Trail at Lackawanna, METRO at Lackawanna)
8-PTZ
Costs

Original
Estimate:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

2- LPR
Funding Source
BJAG/GOCCP

$ 225,000
(Application Submitted 07/16)
TBD
City
Wireless Access
City
TBD
City
Data to be stored on-site and accessible to police agencies via Added to
maintenance contract.
Grant Applications to GOCCP for funding in FY16, FY17 and FY18
were denied. Application submitted for FY19. City was awarded a
reduced amount which is being used to fund Project #9.

Key: CCTV = Closed Circuit Television; LPR=License Plate Recognition Camera; PTZ=Remote Controlled Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Camera
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City of College Park Security Cameras Status Report

9. Project Title:
Cameras:
Original
Estimate:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

Locations:

Proposed Trolley Trail North & Duvall Field (Greenbelt
Rd to Edgewood Rd)
3-multi fixed focus CCTV
Costs

Funding Source
BJAG/GOCCP

$50,000
Application Submitted 08/2018
TBD
City
Wireless Access
City
PEPCO
City
Data to be stored on site and accessible to police agencies via the
Internet
Grant Application for FY19, requesting $141,398.00 Submitted to
GOCCP August 2018; Notice of award of $49,998.00 received in
December 2018. Current contracted vendor is preparing a proposal and
designing locations for installation of 3 multi-focus security cameras in
North College Park along the extended Trolley Trail and at Duvall Field
 Rhode Island Ave and Duvall Field – parking lot utility pole north of
field house
 Lackawanna and 53rd – utility pole across street from emergency
phone
 Rhode Island and Edgewood – SW corner DPW&T traffic signal
utility pole

Key: CCTV = Closed Circuit Television; LPR=License Plate Recognition Camera; PTZ=Remote Controlled Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Camera
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City of College Park Security Cameras Status Report

10. Project Title:
Cameras:
Original
Estimate:
Maintenance:
Monitoring:
Power:
Comments:
Status:

Locations:

Trolley Trail South (Campus Drive to Albion Rd)
4-5 multi fixed focus CCTV
Costs

Funding Source
CPCUP to reimburse City from CPTED

$80,000
grant
TBD
City
Wireless Access
City
PEPCO
City
Data to be stored on site and accessible to police agencies via the
Internet
CPCUP has reserved $80,000 from a Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) grant for Trolley Trail safety. This is a
reimbursable grant, so the City will have to first spend $80,000 from
FY 2020 CIP funds and then be reimbursed. This should provide 4-5
locations depending on infrastructure ( e.g. ability to use existing utility
poles, access to power). The current City security camera vendor is
preparing a proposal.
 Trolley Trail & Greenbelt - south side of Greenbelt where trail
crosses
 Trolley Trail & Seminole St
 Trolley Trail & Campus Drive – south side of Campus Drive at
crossing
 Trolley Trail & Norwich Rd
 Trolley Trail & Drexel Rd
 Trolley Trail & Amherst Rd

Key: CCTV = Closed Circuit Television; LPR=License Plate Recognition Camera; PTZ=Remote Controlled Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Camera
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By: Scott Somers, City Manager Meeting Date: September 17, 2019
Presented By: Scott Somers, City Manager
Originating Department:

Administration

Issue Before Council:

Follow up discussion on Committee on Committees recommendations
concerning changes to advisory boards and committees

Strategic Plan Goal:

Goal 5: Effective Leadership

Background/Justification:
The City Council-appointed Committee on Committees (CoC), an ad hoc committee, last presented updates
and recommendations to the larger Council on July 2, 2019 concerning changes and improvements to City
Council Advisory Boards and Committees. Council directed the CoC and staff to consider solutions to logistic
and process questions and concerns. CoC members and staff have met to discuss potential logistic and
implementation concerns. The CoC recommended implementation of 3-year terms for all appointed board and
committee members, whereby the terms of one third of the board or committee membership would expire
annually. Council is therefore asked to consider the following questions:
Term expiration 1) Council members discussed possibly expiring terms in May, September, or December of each year.
Staff has expressed concerns about these three months due conflicting priorities leading up to these
months such as budget development, vacation schedules, the holidays, and elections. Staff would like
Council to once again consider having board and committee member terms expire June 30 since most
of the necessary footwork, including potential interviews, would occur toward the end of April and May,
which is after budget development and before summer vacation schedules. Appointments would be
made the second week of June.
Transitioning to three (3) year terms 2) a. Expire all current terms June 30. Reappoint the longest serving members for 1 year or 3 years or
visa versa.
b. Expire all current terms June 30. Reappoint 1/3 of a committee’s membership for one year, 1/3 for
two years, and 1/3 for three years based, on a lottery or other selection process.
Fiscal Impact:
NA
Council Options:
1. Provide direction to staff on how to proceed.
Staff Recommendation:
Option #1.
Attachments:
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4
Small Cell
Antenna
Facilities
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By: Suellen M. Ferguson,
City Attorney
Presented By: Suellen M. Ferguson,
City Attorney

Meeting Date: September 17, 2019
Consent Agenda:

Originating Department:

Public Works Department

Action Requested:

Discussion of license agreement for installation of small wireless
facilities and application process

Strategic Plan Goal:

Goal 4: Quality Infrastructure

No

Background/Justification:
Beginning in 2016, the City began receiving “applications” from Mobilitie (or companies related to it) to install
small wireless and distributed antenna systems (“DAS”) in City rights-of-ways. A small wireless system
involves placing an antenna on an existing pole or on a pole to be installed. It also involves connections
between poles. At that time, the City had no application for, or specific regulations related to, this type of
installation.
On September 26, 2018, the FCC adopted its Declaratory Ruling and Third Report Order on the Wireless
and Wireline. This Ruling and Order significantly limits the ability of the City to regulate placement of small
wireless facilities in rights-of-way. It imposes a “shot clock” of 60 days to respond to a request for co-location
of a facility and 90 days for a new facility (new pole). It further imposes limits on permit fees and access
fees. The Mayor and Council adopted an ordinance that complies with the FCC Order, which is now
reflected in Chapter 172, Article II of the City Code. Based on various refinements that have developed over
the past year, we will be returning to Council in the near future with amendments to this Chapter and/or
regulations for adoption.
Recently, City staff has been contacted by two wireless service providers, both of whom have been
developing plans for placement of small wireless facilities in City rights-of-way and wish to have discussions
about how to move forward. This preliminary work is a standard way to approach applying for a permit, in
view of the shot clock restrictions. Staff is finalizing the City’s application, using formats developed by other
municipalities that have received and processed applications already. This should be available in the near
future.
Mayor and Council have recently received communications from various sources about the safety of small
wireless installations. The City has been aware of these concerns for some time, and put various protections
into Chapter 172, such as a preference for installation in non-residential areas, requiring a structural report
performed by a duly licensed engineer evidencing that the pole or support structure can adequately support
the location or collocation of a facility (or that the pole or support structure will be modified to meet structural
requirements) in accordance with applicable codes, and requiring certification by a radio frequency engineer
that the telecommunications facility will comply with the radiofrequency radiation emission standards
adopted by the FCC. The Ruling and Order have placed limits on what the City can consider when
assessing an application. The FCC has determined that the small wireless facilities are safe with respect to
the radiofrequency radiation emissions they emit if kept within a certain range. The City is not allowed to
override this Order and prohibit installation of small cell technology.
In addition, once an application is filed, the City may elect to provide public notice of that application and
hold a public hearing prior to the approval. If the City elects to hold a public hearing on an application, the
applicant shall be represented at the public hearing and be available to answer inquiries about the
application. As a result, any public concerns can be heard prior to the approval of the application.
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Chapter 172 also contemplates a License Agreement with any wireless vendor who applies to locate small
cell facilities in City rights-of-way. A template License Agreement is attached for your review. This
Agreement applies to non-owned City poles or facilities and seeks to set out in more detail what a permitted
use does and does not provide. (The draft is based extensively on one from another city). The City does own
some poles in the City, and a License Agreement for those poles will follow. There is provision in the
Agreement for fees to be assessed for use of the right-of-way. Currently, the FCC places restrictions on
fees. The fees that the FCC has specifically authorized are found in Chapter 110. An access fee of $270 per
unit per year is authorized. To the extent that additional fees are authorized and indicated, they will be
negotiated as part of the Agreement.
This draft Agreement will also be shared with the two wireless service providers mentioned above, to solicit
their response.
Fiscal Impact:
None, other than approved fees.
Council Options:
1. Approve the License Agreement
2. Amend and approve the License Agreement
3. Do nothing.
Staff Recommendation:
Option #1
Recommended Motion:
I move to approve the License Agreement for deployment and installation of wireless facilities and support
structures on non-owned poles in the City rights-off-way
Attachments:
1. Draft License Agreement.
2. Chapter 172 Article II Wireless Telecommunications Facilities in Public Rights-of-Way
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LICENSE AGREEMENT
This License Agreement, (the "Agreement") dated this _____ day of ____________, 2019 (the “Effective
Date”), by and between the City of College Park (“City”), a Maryland municipal corporation, located at
4500 Knox Road, College Park, MD 20740 and _______________________, a corporation certified to
do business in the State of Maryland and located at
______________________ (“Company”)
(collectively, the “parties”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, pursuant to Article XI of the City Charter and Chapter 172 of the City Code, the City, may
authorize the installation, operation, and maintenance of communications infrastructure on, beneath,
above, and within the public rights of way within the City; and
WHEREAS, it is the policy of the Mayor and Council of the City to permit entry into the corporate limits
and use of its rights-of-way and public places for the provision of communication services and facilities
by telecommunications service providers, subject to the duty and authority of the City to manage its
rights-of-way and public property, and to require fair and reasonable compensation for the use thereof in
a manner consistent with applicable law; and
WHEREAS, Company desires to obtain from City as permitted by law, and City desires to grant to
Company, an authorization granting the right to construct, modify and repair wireless
telecommunications facilities in the City’s public rights-of-way, and to install wireline facilities in the
public rights of way for purposes of connecting the wireless telecommunications facilities, as described
more particularly below.
NOW, THEREFORE, AND IN CONSIDERATION of mutual covenants and conditions set forth
herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows:
1 . Definitions.
Terms not defined in this section shall have the same meaning as in Chapter 172 of the Code and
related regulations of the City of College Park. References to provisions of ordinances, statutes and
regulations refer to the same as they may be amended or renumbered.
1.1.

“Agreement” means this Agreement, and any amendments or modifications hereto.

1.2.
“Applicable Law” or “Law” means all federal, state, and local laws, statutes, codes,
ordinances, resolutions, orders, rules, and regulations.
1.3.
“Authorizations” means the permissions Company must have in addition to this Agreement
to deploy wireless telecommunications facility and/or provide Services, which may include licenses,
permits, zoning approvals; variances, exemptions; grants of authority to use private rights of way
and/or easements or facilities; agreements to make attachments to poles, ducts, conduits, poles, , and
the like; and any other approval of a governmental authority or third persons with respect to (i) the
construction, installation, repair, maintenance, operation or use of tangible or intangible property, as
the case may be, or (ii) any requirement by a governmental authority for the engagement in a business
or enterprise.
1.4.

“Company” mean ____________, and its lawful successors or assigns.
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1.5.
“Facilities” means wireless telecommunications facilities controlled or owned by Company
or its customers.
1.6.

“Service Area” shall mean all the area within the boundaries of the City of College Park.

1.7.
“Video Programming Service” means a programming service comparable to that provided by
a cable operator provided by Company, or by its customers via the wireless telecommunications
facilities in whole or in part, without regard to delivery technology, including Internet protocol or other
technology.
2.

G r a n t of Use.
2.1.
Grant. The City, subject to permit requirements, grants to Company in the Service Area the
nonexclusive right to construct, modify and repair wireless telecommunications facilities within the
rights-of-way that it operates on its own behalf or on behalf of its wireless customers, and to install
wireline facilities in the public rights of way for purposes of connecting the wireless
telecommunications facilities, which Grant shall be exercised at Company’s sole cost and expense,
and which shall be subject to all deeds, easements, dedications, conditions, covenants, restrictions,
encumbrances, and claims of title of record which may affect the rights-of-way. The Grant is neither
divisible nor assignable, and Company may not grant any person or entity the right to use or occupy
the rights-of-way. Except as this Agreement specifically provides otherwise, the only wireless
telecommunications facilities that may be constructed, modified and repaired are wireless
telecommunications facilities used in the provision of personal wireless services and Internet access
services. The Grant specifically does not permit use and occupancy of the rights of way for the
provision of video programming services via wireless telecommunications facilities, and Company or
its customers may be required to obtain an additional grant or an amendment to this Agreement before
using and occupying the rights-of-way to provide additional services, or installing additional
equipment are structures that are used for purposes other than those specified in this paragraph. All
items as indicated in this paragraph are subject any and all conditions as indicated in the
required City permit.
2.2.

Limits on Grant.
2.2.1. Without limiting the provisions of Section 2.1, a Company who wishes to construct,
modify or repair wireless telecommunications facilities for purposes which are not
within the scope of the Grant must demonstrate that the City that it is the interest of
the City to permit such use, and placement in the right-of-way is appropriate; or that
an authorization must be issued as a matter of law.
2.2.2. The placement of wireless telecommunications facilities and the placement of
wireline facilities are subject to the provision of the Code of Ordinances, City of
College Park, including but not limited to Chapters 5A and Chapter 18.
2.2.3. The exercise of the rights granted herein is subject to the police powers of the City.
2.2.4. A wireless telecommunications facility, or wireline facilities may not be placed at
any location without all necessary permits, including any wireless permits required
by Chapter 5A. For wireless telecommunications facilities for which a wireless
permit is required under Chapter 5A, the location and design must be approved by
the City in accordance with that Chapter, and the wireless telecommunications
facility must comply with the requirements and limitations of this Grant.
2
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2.3.
Company Ownership of Components. Company must own or control all components of a
wireless telecommunications facility placed in the rights-of-way, other than a support structure owned
by a governmental entity or an entity which itself holds a franchise and which has been authorized to
place the support structure within the rights-of-way. Excluding the support structure owned by such
other entity, the wireless telecommunications facility must be under the sole control and management
of Company; and Company shall be liable for all acts or omissions, and all harms associated with that
wireless telecommunications facility or its use of any support structure, whether the same are its acts
or omissions, or the acts or omissions of its customers, or the entities otherwise responsible for the
supporting structure. Company acknowledges and agrees that no rights of ownership by Company’s
customers shall permit any such customer to enter upon or use the rights-of-way to construct, modify
or repair a wireless telecommunications facility installed pursuant to this Agreement. Company may
not construct, modify or repair any part of a wireless telecommunications facility it does not own,
unless the customer on whose behalf the equipment has been installed either has an appropriate
authorization from the City to use and occupy the rights-of-way to install the facilities, or the customer
acknowledges and agrees, in a form acceptable to the City Attorney, to the conditions set forth in
Chapter 5A-3(d)(2). The acknowledgement and agreement may be provided for all wireless
telecommunications facilities of a Company occupied by the customer within the City, and need not
be provided separately, facility by facility.
2.4.
Subject to the City’s permitting requirements; Company may repair and replace facilities, so
long as the appearance of the facilities or property affected by the repair or replacement does not
change.
2.5.
No Towers. No towers may be placed in the rights-of-way unless Company demonstrates that
it must be permitted by law to place a tower as proposed in the right-of-way at the location proposed
in detail with specific reasoning. Company may place utility poles in the rights-of-way, but only: (1)
where there are existing above-ground utility poles, and the poles must be removed if other distribution
system utility poles in the area are removed; (2) Company shows that existing utility poles and other
existing structures cannot be used to support its Facilities, or would require a modification that would
make installation of an additional utility pole less intrusive or safer; and (3) the utility pole that will
be installed is similar in size and design to existing poles, and placed appropriately to minimize visual
and other intrusiveness and to avoid creating undue hazard to persons or property. All poles upon
which the equipment is to be installed and/or towers to be installed must have an indication of adequate
pole strength and load bearing availability as well as a height that is acceptable per the City.
2.6.
No Real Property Interest. Nothing herein shall be deemed to grant, convey, create or vest in
Company a real property interest in land, including any fee, leasehold interest, or easement, or the
right to place the Facilities at any particular location within the rights-of-way.
2.7.
Compliance with Law. The exercise of rights by Company under this Agreement is subject
to, and strictly conditioned upon, compliance with the terms of this Agreement and applicable law
now existing or hereinafter enacted.
2.8.
No Waiver of Other Permits and Authorizations. All work upon the streets and public places
of the City shall be in accordance with all applicable standards, regulations, codes, and ordinances,
and will be done under the general supervision of the City Manager. Nothing in this Agreement shall
be construed as a waiver of any laws, regulations or rules of the City or of the City’s right to require
the Company to secure the appropriate permits or Authorizations, or to pay the applicable fees
associated with the same. Nothing in this Agreement shall act as a waiver of the City’s police powers.
3
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Nothing herein prevents Company from challenging the applicability of a particular fee or regulation
to it on the ground that it is unduly discriminatory or preempted by state or federal law.
2.9.
Conditions Precedent. The Agreement shall commence upon the Effective Date, provided
that the Company shall have met each of the conditions precedent set forth below and otherwise in this
Agreement (unless the City agrees in writing to waive any of the conditions precedent), at which time
it shall become effective. The Company shall have secured its insurance policies as set forth in Section
12 of this Agreement and delivered the certificate of insurance to the City’s Risk Manager, together
with evidence that the premium for each of such policies have been paid, that the policies will be in
effect on or before the Effective Date, and that the policies are in accordance with this Agreement.
2.10. Conditions Subsequent: RF Emissions. Without limiting the other provisions of this
Agreement, Company shall cease its operations if it (or its customers) are not in compliance with FCC
regulations governing RF emissions (including but not limited to any standards that may be adopted
in the future with respect to cumulative multi-point emissions), as the same may be amended from
time to time, except to the extent that the FCC or other order, ruling or regulation permits it to continue
to operate. The issuance of this Agreement is not intended to insulate Company or its customers from
any claim or any remedy based on RF emissions. On request, or to the extent that Company is aware
of any non-conformance, Company shall submit a report identifying applicable standards, measured
emissions, and any area where it has Facilities that do not comply with applicable standards. The
report will not be treated as confidential. All reports prepared by Company regarding RF emissions
shall be provided to the City within 30 days of the report’s preparation regardless of whether that
report was requested by the City, any individual, entity, Federal, State, or local government without
any revisions or redacted material
2.11. Other Authorizations. As a condition of this grant, Company is required to obtain and is
responsible for any Authorization that may be required for the installation, operation or maintenance
of the wireless telecommunications facility.
2.12. Company’s Expense. Except as specifically provided otherwise, all costs incurred by
Company in connection with its compliance with, or enjoyment of, this Agreement shall be borne by
Company and not by City, and all work that must be performed in order to permit the placement of
Wireless telecommunications facilities at particular locations (including, without limitation, work
required to comply with applicable law relating to persons with disabilities) shall be paid for by
Company.
2.13. Application to Subcontractors. Company is responsible for ensuring that all contractors and
subcontractors comply with the requirements of this Agreement and applicable law when performing
work on behalf of Company, and is jointly and severally responsible for their acts and omissions.
2.14. No Third-Party Beneficiaries. Nothing in this Agreement, express or implied, is intended to
or shall confer upon any person or entity (other than the City and Company), including, without
limitation, Company’s customers, any right, benefit or remedy under this Agreement of any nature
whatsoever.
3. R e l a t i o n to Attachment Rights and Placement of Facilities Outside the rights-of-way
This Agreement does not confer upon Company any right to place or attach Facilities directly upon or
to structures that are owned by the City or by a third party, or to install Facilities on land or structures
owned by the City or a third party whether inside or outside the right-of-way.
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4. Term
This Agreement shall be in force and effect for an initial term of five (5) years, subject to an issued
permit, and shall continue in force and effect thereafter until properly terminated by either party.
Either party may terminate the Agreement at the end of its initial five-year term, or at any time
thereafter, by giving written notice of its intention to do so no less than 180 days before the proposed
date of termination. Upon termination, all of City’s consents to the use and occupancy of rights-ofway, and Company’s rights to use and occupy the rights-of-way are also terminated.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, all of Company’s duties related to use of the rights-of-way, and its
duties to indemnify the City, shall survive termination until the Facilities are removed (as certified
by the City), or Company’s obligations terminate by agreement of the parties. It is understood and
agreed that the decision of whether to renew or to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Section
shall be made by those in the City responsible for making that determination at that time, under such
circumstances as may then obtain, and that the Company has no reasonable expectation of renewal
or non-termination.
5. Agreement Fee
5.1.
Flat Fee. Company shall pay costs incurred by City in connection with this Agreement, in the
amount of ___________________.
5.2.

Recurring Amount for Use of the rights-of-way to Provide the Services.
5.2.1. For each wireless facility in the rights-of-way, Company shall pay _______ per
annum, increased annually by ___________. [Note: fee may be based on size of
facilities]
5.2.2. For wireline facilities installed in the rights-of-way, Company shall pay an amount
established by City consistent with fees charged for other, similar uses of the rightsof-way.
5.2.3. If Company contests the fee being charged, it may pay the presumptively reasonable
fee established by applicable FCC regulations (but no less than the amount provided
under those regulations as of September 30, 2019); but it then be liable to pay the
maximum fee provided under this Agreement, or is higher, the maximum fee
permitted under federal law.
5.2.4. The initial fee shall be paid to the City on or before the Effective Date, and thereafter
on ________of each calendar year the Agreement remains in effect.

5.3.
Not In Lieu. The fee specified in Section 5.2 is not in lieu of any other license, tax, fee or
assessment; or in lieu of rents for use of or in return for a license to use public property other than the
property specified in Section 5.2, whether or not located in the rights-of-way. Without limitation, the
fee is not in lieu of additional fees that may be charged for the the use of the rights-of-way to provide
additional services, including but not limited to video programming services.
5.4.
Preemption. Nothing herein prevents Company from challenging a fee on the ground that it
is unduly discriminatory, or prohibited by state law or statutes.
5.5.
Late Fee. Interest will be charged on any late payment at the maximum rate permitted under
State law, or if there is no such rate, the prime rate charged by the bank the City uses as its main
depository, plus 3%.
5
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6. Work in the rights-of-way
6.1.
No Limitation on Obligation to Comply With Applicable Laws. Without limiting its
obligations under Section 2, Company shall comply with the requirements of this Section.
6.2.

No Interference.

6.2.1. No right-of-way or other public place shall be obstructed longer than necessary during its
work of construction, modification or repair, and shall be restored to the same condition existing
prior to the commencement of the work. No part of any right-of-way, or other public place of the
City, including any public drain, sewer, catch basin, water pipe, pavement or other public
improvement, shall be damaged. However, should any such damage occur, the Company shall repair
the same as promptly as possible, and, in default thereof, the City may make such repairs and charge
the reasonable cost thereof to and collect the same from the Company. In no event may facilities be
constructed, modified or repaired in a manner that creates a hazardous condition, or a condition that
is inconsistent with applicable laws and regulations protecting persons with disabilities.
6.2.2. If City receives multiple requests for placement of wireless telecommunications facilities
similar to those authorized hereunder, City, after providing Company and other affected entities an
opportunity for comment, may require consolidation of facilities or develop a non-discriminatory
means of allocating sites that may be appropriate for placement of facilities in the rights-of-way.
6.3.
Closing of rights-of-way. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as a waiver or release
of the rights of the City in and to the rights-of-way. In the event that all or part of the rights-of-way
within the Service Area are (1) closed to pedestrian and/or vehicular traffic and/or utilities; or (2)
vacated or abandoned, or if ownership of the land in, under or over the affected rights-of-way is
otherwise transferred to another Person or entity, all rights and privileges granted pursuant to this
Agreement with respect to such rights-of-way, or any part of such rights-of-way so abandoned,
vacated, or transferred, shall cease upon the effective date of such closing, vacation, or transfer, and
Company shall remove its Facilities from such rights-of-way. Nothing herein is meant to preclude
Company from pursuing any rights it may have under state law against a private person if the rightof-way is vacated for the benefit of that person. The City shall provide reasonable prior written notice
to Company of any such closing, vacation, or transfer to allow Company to remove its facilities where
the right to continue to occupy and use such rights-of-way is not reserved for Company.
6.4.

Relocation of Facilities.

6.4.1. Company may be required to remove and relocate its Facilities, subject to such notice as may
ordinarily be provided to users of similar structures, if: (a) the structures to which they are attached
or located within are removed, ordered to be removed or relocated; (b)to accommodate the use of
the rights-of-way by other entities; or (c) to ensure that the structures to which they are attached or
located within do not interfere with the use of the rights-of-way by the public, or present a risk to
public health or safety. To the extent that Company is required to remove or relocate its wireless
Facilities to accommodate the use of the rights-of-way by a third party, nothing herein prevents
Company from seeking compensation from that third party.
6.4.2. The rights and privileges granted hereby shall not be in preference or hindrance to the right
of the City, or any other governmental agency, improvement district or other authority having
jurisdiction, to perform or carry on any public works, public improvements or public projects. In
the event that the Facilities interfere in any way with the construction, maintenance or repair of such
public works, public improvements, or public projects, the Company shall (a) immediately
6
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commence work to remove or relocate the object of such interference if emergency circumstances
exist or (b) otherwise, within ten (10) days of notice of such interference, protect or relocate its
facilities, as may be directed by the relevant City or other governmental authority.
6.4.3. The City shall cooperate with Company in finding a suitable alternative location for any
relocated Facilities removed pursuant to this Section in a manner that, to the extent reasonably
consistent with other provisions of this Agreement, and which allows Company to continue to
provide Service to its customers, including, but not limited to, expediting approval of any necessary
Permits required for the relocation of Facilities.
6.4.4. If Company defaults in its obligations hereunder, the City may remove or relocate the
Facilities and charge the reasonable cost thereof to and collect the same from the Company.
6.5.
All Work Performed Safely. Construction, Modification and Repair shall be done in a safe
and workmanlike manner. All work involved in the Construction, Modification and Repair of the
Facilities shall be performed in a safe, thorough, workmanlike and reliable manner using materials of
good and durable quality. The Company shall comply with applicable laws, codes, regulations and
industry standards, as amended from time to time. The Company shall employ ordinary care at all
times and employ commonly accepted methods and devices for the prevention of failures and
accidents that are likely to cause damage, injury, or nuisance to the public. In addition, the Company
shall, at its sole cost and expense, undertake all necessary and appropriate efforts to prevent
accidents at its work sites, and to comply with all legal and regulatory safety requirements of all
permits, licenses, and other forms of approval or authorization. Company will comply with City
requirements for identification of the Facilities and for identification of employees, subcontractors,
vehicles and equipment when performing work within the right-of-way.
6.6.

Condition of Facilities and Surrounding Property.

6.6.1. Company shall maintain the Facilities in good condition and neat and orderly appearance, and
in compliance with this Agreement, as well as all applicable laws, permits, Authorizations and site
licenses.
6.6.2. Company shall keep the Facilities free of debris and anything of a dangerous, noxious or
offensive nature or which would create a hazard or undue vibration, heat, noise or interference. If
the City gives Company written notice of a failure by Company to maintain the Facilities, Company
shall use its best efforts to remedy such failure within forty-eight (48) hours after receipt of such
written notice. If Company defaults in its obligations hereunder, the City may perform the necessary
work and charge the reasonable cost thereof to and collect the same from the Company.
6.6.3.
Company shall at all times keep and maintain the Facilities free of all graffiti located
thereon. If City notifies Company that graffiti is located on Facilities, Company shall remove the
graffiti within three (3) business days of the written notice. If Company defaults in its obligations
hereunder as provided for in Section 9, the City may perform the necessary work and charge the
reasonable cost thereof to and collect the same from the Company.
6.6.4.
All construction, modification, repair and operation shall be performed in a manner that
protects surrounding property from harm, and free of debris and anything of a dangerous, noxious
or offensive nature or which would create a hazard or undue vibration, heat, noise or interference.
6.7.
Emergency Notification. The Company shall provide the City with a twenty-four (24) hour
emergency telephone number at which a representative of the Company, not voice mail or a recording,
7
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can be contacted in the event of an emergency. The Company shall respond immediately to address a
reported emergency.
6.8.
Excavation Notices. Company must at all times be a member of Maryland Miss Utility or
successor association, and comply with the requirements of Title 12, Subtitle I of the Public Utility
Companies Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland.
6.9.
Inspection by City. The City shall have access to inspect any work conducted by Company
during the construction, modification or repair of Facilities.
7. Removal Due to Termination or Abandonment
Following the termination of the Agreement for any reason, or in the event Company ceases to operate
and abandons any Facilities, Company shall, within one hundred twenty (120) days, remove such
Facilities from the rights-of-way and restore the rights-of-way to specifications prescribed by City. If
Company defaults in its obligations hereunder as set forth in Section 9, the City may perform the
necessary work and charge the reasonable cost thereof to and collect the same from the Company.
8. Required Reports
8.1.
Upon request, the Company shall provide City an “as-built” map clearly indicating the
location of the Facilities in the rights-of-way, which maps shall identify the owner of any structure on
or within which Company’s Facilities are located.
8.2.
Upon request, and to the extent not expressly required under a permit, Company will keep the
_____________________ apprised of the status of any work in the rights-of-way.
8.3.
Upon request, Company shall provide any required certificate of public convenience and
necessity, and shall provide other proofs that it has authority to Construct, Modify, Repair or Operate
the Facilities.
9. Default and Remedies
9.1.
Defaults. The following are defaults under this Agreement.
customers may be treated as a default of Company:

A default of Company’s

9.1.1.
If either Party (or Company’s customers) fails to perform or comply with any of the
conditions or covenants of this Agreement and such failure continues for a period of thirty (30)
calendar days after written notice thereof, unless the performance cannot be reasonably completed
within the thirty (30) day period, and the Party has commenced good faith efforts to perform and
is diligently proceeding to complete performance to the satisfaction of the other Party; or
9.1.2.
If Company fails to pay any sums herein specified when due and does not pay within
fifteen (15) calendar days after receipt of written notice of said default; or
9.1.3.
Company’s acts or omissions (or those of its customers) create an imminent hazard
to persons or properties which Company cannot or does not immediately correct.
9.2.
Default by Company. In the event of default by Company as specified in the preceding
section, the City shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, by giving thirty (30) calendar days
written notice to Company, and in addition may pursue any other remedies available to it at law or
equity. The thirty-day notice period is not an additional cure period.
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9.3.
Default by City. In the event of default by the City, Company shall have the right to terminate
this Agreement while any default continues, beyond any applicable cure period, by giving thirty (30)
calendar days written notice to the City, and in addition may pursue any other remedies available to it
for injunctive relief. Company shall have no recourse for damages against the City except as may be
required by state law, whether resulting from enforcement or non-enforcement of this Agreement or
any provision of applicable law.
10. City Termination Right
City shall have the right to terminate this Agreement (i) if the City is mandated by law, a court order
or decision, or the federal or state government to take certain actions that will cause or require the
removal of the Facilities from the rights-of-way; or (ii) if Company’s licenses to operate the Facilities
and/or provide Service are terminated, revoked, expired, or otherwise abandoned; (iii) if any term of
this Agreement related to the design or placement of the Facilities is unenforceable; or (iv) there is a
default by Company that is not cured within the time limits set forth within this Agreement.
11. Indemnification
The Company; and its customers who own any portion of the wireless telecommunications facility;
shall save the City, its elected officials, employees, contractors and agents harmless from all liability
or damage (including judgments, decrees, court costs, and defense costs) arising out of or related in
any manner to their operations within the corporate limits of the City, the exercise of the privileges
granted herein by City, or the acts or omissions of the Company, its officers, employees, contractors,
or agents, or customers related in any way to the construction, modification, repair or operation of the
Facilities unless said claims result from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of a party
indemnified under this Agreement.
12. Insurance and Performance Bond.
12.1. Insurance. Company shall procure and maintain insurance for the duration of this
Agreement against any and all claims for injuries to persons or damages to property which may in
any way arise from, or in connection with, the Construction, Modification or Repair of Facilities or
activities Company, its agents, representatives or employees or customers may perform pursuant to
this Agreement (the “Work”). Such insurance shall be in the following minimum amounts, which
assume that no hazardous materials will be associated with any of the Facilities, and that the
Facilities will be of a kind and type regularly installed in the rights-of-way. The City may require
additional insurance if, in the City’s reasonable view, the Facilities present additional risks to it, the
public or property.
12.2.

Minimum Coverages and Limits:

12.2.1. General Liability: $1,000,000 per occurrence
12.2.2 Automobile Liability: $1,000,000 per occurrence
12.2.3Workers’ Compensation: Statutory Limits
12.2.2. Employer’s Liability: $500,000/$500,000/$500,000
12.3. Certificates. Certificates showing proof of such insurance shall be submitted to City prior to
commencement of any Work. Further, it shall be an affirmative obligation upon Company to advise
City at least 30 days prior the cancellation or substantive change of any insurance policy set out herein,
and failure to do so shall be construed to be a breach of this Agreement.
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12.4. Endorsements. The General Liability policy is to contain or be endorsed to name City, its
officers, officials, agents and employees as additional insureds as respects the liability arising out of
the Work. Such coverage shall be primary and shall apply separately to each insured against whom
claim is made or suit is brought, except with respect to the limits of the insurer’s liability.
12.5. Workers’ Compensation. Company shall maintain Workers’ Compensation Insurance for all
of Company’s employees who are in any way connected with the Work. Such insurance shall comply
with all applicable state laws and provide a waiver of subrogation against the City, its officers,
officials, agents and employees.
12.6. Liability. Company and/or its insurers are responsible for payment of any liability arising out
of Workers’ Compensation, unemployment or employee benefits offered to its employees. Insurance
is to be placed with insurers with a current A.M. Best’s rating of not less than A:VII and licensed to
do business in the State of Maryland, unless otherwise approved by City; and Company shall not selfinsure in satisfaction of any of the insurance requirements set out herein without the express written
consent of City.
12.7. Performance Bond. Company shall, as a material condition of its Agreement Agreement, and
prior to the commencement of any Work in the rights-of-way, deliver to the City a performance bond
in the amount of $100,000, payable to the City to ensure the appropriate and timely performance of
Work in the right-of-way and compliance with the obligations of its Agreement. The required
performance bond must be with good and sufficient sureties, issued by a surety company authorized
to transact business in the State of Maryland, and satisfactory to the City Solicitor in form and
substance, and must be maintained until all obligations to City under this Agreement (including
obligations to remove) are satisfied.
13. Transfer
The Agreement, or control of the Agreement or of Facilities within the right-of-way, may not be
assigned or transferred directly or indirectly by any means without the prior written consent of City,
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed, provided:(1) Company is
in compliance with this Agreement in all respects; and (2) that the transfer or assignment does not
create any additional burden upon the right-of-way, or adversely affect the City’s interests under this
Agreement. An assignee or transferee must accept all obligations of the Company, and responsibility
for all acts and omissions of Company, known and unknown, if the transaction results in a change in
Company. A license or lease of capacity on Facilities owned or controlled by Company is not a
Transfer under this Section.
Company may mortgage, pledge, or hypothecate its interest in Facilities without consent to any
financing entity, or agent on behalf of any financing entity to whom Company (1) has obligations for
borrowed money or in respect of guaranties thereof, (2) has obligations evidenced by bonds,
debentures, notes or similar instruments, or (3) has obligations under or with respect to letters of credit,
bankers acceptances and similar facilities or in respect of guaranties thereof. Any such assignment to
a financing entity or its agent shall be subordinate to the terms of this Agreement Agreement, will not
permit any person to succeed to the rights of Company under the Agreement without the City’s prior
written consent, and will not result in any lien extending to municipal property or the Agreement itself.
14. Notices
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14.1. All notices, requests, demands, and other communications hereunder which are required to be
in writing shall be deemed given if personally delivered or by sent to the following addresses by
certified mail, return receipt requested; or by an overnight delivery service providing proof of delivery:
City:
Scott Somers
City Manager
City of College Park
4500 Knox Road
College Park, MD 20740
Company: [INSERT]
14.2. Other Notices. Company shall identify an entity to which notice may be provided by email
or telephone call, twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, regarding problems or
complaints resulting from the construction or maintenance of Facilities, or conditions affecting the
safety or integrity of the Facilities downed poles or lines, for example), including matters that may
require immediate relocation or removal of Facilities.
14.3. Changing Notice. Either party may change the person, address, email or telephone to which
notice may be provided by written notice to the other party. Each party must ensure that the other
has accurate information as to where notices are to be provided.
15. Miscellaneous
15.1. Materials and Claims. All materials furnished for any work done in the Service Area by
Company shall be at Company’s sole cost and expense. Company agrees to protect the Facilities
installed in the rights-of-way and property of the City, and City, from all claims of contractors, laborers
and material men. Company shall promptly pay all contractors, so as to minimize the possibility of a
lien attaching to the any property of the City or the Facilities in the rights-of-way. Should any such
lien be made or filed, Company shall cause the same to be discharged and released of record by bond
or otherwise within thirty (30) days after written request by City.
15.2. No Advertisement. Company shall not place any advertisement or other notice on or about
the Facilities which identifies the Company in any way (except for emergency notification postings,
or postings required by law).
15.3. Merger. This document contains the entire Agreements of the Parties hereto with respect to
the Agreement. No provision of this Agreement may be amended or added to except by an agreement
in writing signed by the parties hereto or respective successors in interest.
15.4. Non-Waiver. Failure of City to insist on strict performance of any of the conditions,
covenants, terms or provisions of this Agreement or to exercise any of its rights hereunder shall not
waive such rights, but City shall have the rights to enforce such rights at any time and take such action
as might be lawful or authorized hereunder, either in law or equity. The receipt of any sum paid by
Company to City after a breach of this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of such breach unless
expressly set forth in writing.
15.5. Force Majeure. If either City or Company is prevented or delayed from fulfilling any term or
provision of this Agreement by reason of fire, flood, earthquake, or like acts of nature, wars,
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revolution, civil commotion, explosion, acts of terrorism, embargo, acts of the government in its
sovereign capacity, material changes of laws or regulations, labor difficulties, including without
limitation, strikes, slowdowns, picketing or boycotts, unavailability of equipment of vendor, or any
other such cause not attributable to the negligence or fault of the party delayed in performing the acts
required by the Agreement, then performance of such acts shall be excused for the period of the
unavoidable delay, and the affected party shall endeavor to remove or overcome such inability as soon
as reasonably possible.
15.6. Governing Law; Jurisdiction. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws
of the State of Maryland, without reference to its conflicts of law principles. If suit is brought by a
Party to this Agreement, the Parties agree that trial of such action shall be vested exclusively in Prince
George’s County, Maryland
15.7. Change in Law and Severability. If any provision or portion thereof of this Agreement is or
becomes invalid under any applicable statute or rule of law, and such invalidity does not materially
alter the essence of this Agreement to either party, such provision shall not render unenforceable this
entire Agreement. Rather, the parties intend that the remaining provisions shall be administered as if
the Agreement did not include the invalid provision.
15.8.

Representations.
15.8.1. Each of the Parties to this Agreement represents and warrants that it has the full right,
power, legal capacity, and authority to enter into and perform the Parties’ respective
obligations hereunder and that such obligations shall be binding upon such Party.
15.8.2. Company represents that it is validly existing and in good standing under the laws of
the State of Maryland, that it is qualified to do business under the laws of the State
of Maryland, and that it has the power and authority to own its properties, to carry
on its business as now being conducted, to enter into this Agreement and carry out
the transactions contemplated hereby, and to perform and carry out all covenants and
obligations on its part to be performed under and pursuant to this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the day and year first above written.
ATTEST:

CITY OF COLLEGE PARK

_____________________________
Janeen S. Miller, CMC, City Clerk

By: __________________________
Scott Somers, City Manager

COMPANY
_____________________________
WITNESS

By: _______________________________
Name and Title:____________________
12
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APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGAL SUFFICIENCY
By: _____________________________________________
Suellen M. Ferguson, City Attorney
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ATTACHMENT A CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND AGREEMENT
The undersigned is a customer of ___________________________________ (“Company”), and will
own or remotely operate equipment that will be constructed, modified and maintained by
____________________, pursuant to its Agreement with the City of College Park authorizing
occupancy of the rights-of-way for the installation of certain equipment to provide certain services.
We do not have a separate franchise or similar authorization from the City consenting to and
establishing conditions on our use of the rights-of-way. Our occupancy of the rights-of-way will be
permitted subject to this acknowledgement and agreement is limited to the ownership and remote
operation of certain facilities within a facility that will be constructed, modified and maintained by
________.
A.

We acknowledge and agree:

1.
That the City has not granted us a franchise or consent to be in the rights-of-way for any purpose
and that Company will have sole responsibility for constructing, modifying and maintaining the
facilities;
2.
That we are bound by Company’s representations and commitments it made to the City is
obtaining the authority to place facilities in the rights-of-way;
3.
That we shall have no rights or claims against the City of any sort related to the facilities
constructed, modified and maintained by Company, including those facilities that we may own;
4.
That facilities we we may own may be subject to taxes, fees or assessments as provided in The
City of College Park Code, Chapter 5A, Error! Reference source not found.;
5.
That the City may treat any equipment owned by us as if it were owned by Company for all
purposes (including, but not limited to, removal and relocation); and
6.
That the facilities may only be used for services specified in the agreement between Company
and the City.
B.
To the extent that we operate a wireless facility (or part of a wireless facility) within the rightsof-way pursuant to the Agreement between Company and City and this acknowledgment and agreement,
we agree that:
1.
We are responsible for complying with applicable law governing radio frequency emissions, and
the City may take appropriate action against us and Company for a violation thereof.
14
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2.
We are jointly and severally liable for any acts or omissions associated with the wireless
telecommunications facility we own and of which our facility is a part;
3.
We will jointly and severally indemnify the City in accordance with the City Code and any
applicable provision of the Agreement between Company and City.
This acknowledgement and agreement is provided for [SPECIFY FACILITIES] or [ALL WIRELESS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES OF COMPANY WHICH WE NOW OR MAY IN THE
FUTURE OCCUPY]
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ARTICLE II
Wireless Telecommunications Facilities in Public Rights-ofWay
[Adopted 1-15-2019 by Ord. No. 18-O-101]
§ 172-7. Scope.
A. In general. A small wireless facility may be located in City rightsof-way subject to the provisions of this article. Unless exempted,
every person who desires to place a small wireless
telecommunications facility in City rights-of-way, to include
deployment of personal wireless service infrastructure, or modify
an existing wireless telecommunications facility, including
without limitation for the: (1) collocation of a small wireless
facility; (2) attachment of a small wireless facility to a pole owned
by an authority; (3) installation of a pole; (4) modification of a
small wireless facility or a pole must obtain a wireless placement
permit authorizing the placement or modification. [Amended
3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
B. Exemptions. The following are exempted from the requirements
of this article:
(1) The
placement
or
modification
of
wireless
telecommunications facilities on supporting structures
owned, or under the control of, the City, the use of which is
subject to a contract for use of the facility between the City
and the entity or entities that own or control the wireless
telecommunications facility;
(2) The placement or modification of wireless facilities by the
City or by any other agency of the state solely for public
safety purposes.
(3) Modifications to an existing wireless telecommunications
facility that makes no material change to the footprint of a
facility or to the surface or subsurface of a public street if
the activity does not disrupt or impede traffic in the traveled
portion of a street, and if the work activity does not change
the visual or audible characteristics of the wireless
telecommunications facility. The City, by regulation, may also
exempt wireless telecommunications facilities that otherwise
are subject to the provisions of this section from the
obligation to obtain a permit to install or modify a wireless
1. Editor’s Note: This ordinance provided an effective date of 2-5-2019. It also changed the
title of this Chapter 172 from “Streets and Sidewalks” to its current title.
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telecommunications facility where it is determined that
because of the physical characteristics of the proposed
facilities, and the work associated with them, such a permit
is not required to protect the public health, welfare or safety,
to maintain the character of a neighborhood or corridor, or to
otherwise serve the purposes of this article.
(4) Installation of a mobile cell facility or a similar structure
for a temporary period in connection with an emergency or
event, but no longer than required for the emergency or
event, provided that installation does not involve excavation,
movement or removal of existing facilities, and that at least
30 days' prior written notification is provided to the City, and
consent for placement is granted.
(5) A micro wireless facility strung between two utility poles as
defined in § 172-8, and provided further that the installation
does not require replacement of the strand, or excavation,
modification or replacement of the utility poles.
C. Other applicable requirements. In addition to the wireless
telecommunications permit required herein, the placement of a
wireless telecommunications facility in the public-rights-of-way
requires the persons who will own or control those facilities to
obtain the franchises, license agreements and permits required
by applicable law, and to comply with applicable law, including,
but not limited to, applicable law governing radio frequency (RF)
emissions. Nothing in this chapter precludes the City from
applying its generally applicable health, safety, and welfare
regulations when granting consent for a small wireless facility or
wireless support structure in the City's right-of-way. [Amended
3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
D. Public use. Except as otherwise provided by Maryland law, any
use of the right-of-way authorized pursuant to this article will be
subordinate to the City's use and use by the public.
§ 172-8. Definitions.
Terms used in this article shall have the following meanings:
ANTENNA — An apparatus designed to emit radio frequency (RF)
and operate from a fixed location to provide wireless services.
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT — Equipment, switches, wiring, cabling,
power sources, shelters or cabinets associated with an antenna,
located at the same fixed location as the antenna, and, when
:2
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collocated on a structure, is mounted or installed at the same time as
such antenna.
APPLICABLE LAWS/CODES — Uniform building, fire, safety,
electrical, plumbing, or mechanical codes adopted by a recognized
national code organization to the extent such codes have been
adopted by the City, including any amendments adopted by the City,
or otherwise are applicable in the jurisdiction.
APPLICANT — A person filing an application for placement or
modification of a wireless telecommunications facility in the rights-ofway.
APPLICATION — A formal request, including all required and
requested documentation and information submitted by an applicant
to the City for a wireless placement permit.
BASE STATION — The term "base station" shall have the same
meaning as in 47 CFR 1.40001.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION — A document that is required
from and issued by the City confirming that all work described in
the application, as approved: I) was properly permitted, including,
without limitation, all required permits for building, electrical work,
street or curb cutting, and excavation; II) was done in compliance
with and fulfillment of all conditions of all permits, including all
stated deadlines; III) was fully constructed and/or placed as approved
and permitted; and IV) was finally inspected by the City, and was
approved by the City after said final inspection.
COLLOCATE — To install or mount a small wireless facility in the
public ROW on an existing support structure, an existing tower, or on
an existing pole to which a small wireless facility is attached at the
time of the application. "Collocation" has a corresponding meaning.
MAKE-READY WORK — Work that an authority reasonably
determines to be required to accommodate a wireless infrastructure
provider's installation under this article and to comply with all
applicable standards. The work may include, but is not limited to,
repair, rearrangement, replacement and construction of poles;
inspections; engineering work and certification; permitting work;
tree trimming (other than tree trimming performed for normal
maintenance purposes); site preparation; and electrical power
configuration. The term does not include a wireless infrastructure
provider's routine maintenance.
MICRO WIRELESS FACILITY — A small wireless facility having
dimensions no larger than 24 inches in length, 15 inches in width and
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12 inches in height and an exterior antenna, if any, no longer than 11
inches.
RIGHTS-OF-WAY — The term "rights-of-way" includes any portion of
any street, road or public way which the City has the responsibility to
maintain or manage.
SMALL WIRELESS FACILITY — Consistent with Subpart U of Part 1
of Title 47, State and Local Government Regulation of the Placement,
Construction, and Modification of Personal Wireless Service
Facilities,2 a facility that meets each of the following conditions:
A. The structure on which antenna facilities are mounted:
(1) Is 50 feet or less in height; or
(2) Is no more than 10% taller than other adjacent structures; or
(3) Is not extended to a height of more than 10% above its
preexisting height as a result of the collocation of new
antenna facilities; and
B. Each antenna (excluding associated antenna equipment) is no
more than three cubic feet in volume; and
C. All antenna equipment associated with the facility (excluding
antennas) is cumulatively no more than 28 cubic feet in volume;
and
D. The facility does not require antenna structure registration; and
E. The facility does not result in human exposure to radiofrequency
radiation in excess of the applicable safety standards specified by
federal law.
SUPPORT STRUCTURE — Any structure capable of supporting a base
station.
TOWER — Any structure built for the sole or primary purpose of
supporting any FCC-licensed or authorized antennas and their
associated facilities, including structures that are constructed for
wireless communications services, including, but not limited to,
private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed
wireless services and fixed wireless services such as microwave
backhaul, and the associated site. This definition does not include
utility poles.

2. Editor's Note: See 47 CFR 1.6001 et seq.
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UTILITY POLE — A structure in the rights-of-way designed to support
electric, telephone and similar utility lines. A tower is not a utility
pole.
WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURE PROVIDER — A person that owns,
controls, operates or manages a wireless telecommunication facility
or portion thereof within the right-of-way.
WIRELESS PERMIT — A permit issued pursuant to this article and
authorizing the placement or modification of a wireless
telecommunications facility of a design specified in the permit at
a particular location within the rights-of-way; and the modification
of any existing support structure to which the wireless
telecommunications facility is proposed to be attached.
WIRELESS REGULATIONS — Those
implement the provisions of this article.

regulations

adopted

to

WIRELESS SERVICE PROVIDER — An entity that provides wireless
services to end users.
WIRELESS SUPPORT STRUCTURE — A pole, such as a monopole,
either guyed or self-supporting, streetlight pole, traffic signal pole,
or utility pole capable of supporting a small wireless
telecommunications facility.[Added 3-26-2019 by Ord. No.
19-O-08]
WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITY or FACILITY —
Equipment at a fixed location that enables wireless communications
between user equipment and a communications network, including
without limitation radio transceivers, antennas, base station,
underground wiring, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, regular and backup
power supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless of
technological configuration.
§ 172-9. General standards.
A. Generally. Wireless telecommunications facilities shall meet the
minimum requirements set forth in this article and the wireless
regulations approved by the Mayor and Council, in addition to the
requirements of any other applicable law.
B. Regulations. The wireless regulations and administrative
decisions
on
applications
for
placement
of
wireless
telecommunications facilities in the rights-of-way shall, at a
minimum, ensure that the requirements of this section are
satisfied, unless it is determined that the applicant has
established that denial of an application would, within the
meaning of federal law, prohibit or effectively prohibit the
:5
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provision of personal wireless services, or otherwise violate
applicable laws or regulations. If that determination is made, the
requirements of this chapter and any City wireless regulations
may be waived, but only to the minimum extent required to avoid
the prohibition.
C. Standards. Wireless telecommunications facilities and wireless
support structures shall be installed and modified, and the use
of a public right-of-way or the attachment of wireless facilities to
public assets by a wireless provider shall be accomplished, in a
manner that: [Amended 3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
(1) Minimizes risks to public safety, avoids placement of
aboveground facilities in underground areas, avoids
installation of new support structures or equipment cabinets
in the public rights-of-way, and maximizes use of existing
structures and poles, avoids placement in residential areas
when commercial areas are reasonably available, and
otherwise maintains the integrity and character of the
neighborhoods and corridors in which the facilities are
located;
(2) Ensures that installations are subject to periodic review to
minimize the intrusion on the rights-of-way;
(3) Ensures that the City bears no risk or liability as a result of
the installations, and that such use does not inconvenience
the public, obstruct or hinder travel or public safety on the
right-of-way or the legal use of the right-of-way or public
assets by others, interfere with the primary uses of the public
rights-of-way, or hinder the ability of the City or other
government agencies to improve, modify, relocate, abandon
or vacate the public rights-of-way or any portion thereof, or to
cause the improvement, modification, relocation, vacation or
abandonment of facilities in the rights-of-way;
(4) Ensures that location of facilities on existing poles or
structures is within the tolerance of those poles or structures;
otherwise
approved
by
the
City,
any
(5) Unless
telecommunications facility may be located no closer than:
two feet from any curb, sidewalk, or other improvement
within the rights-of-way; and five feet from any driveway
apron, and be otherwise located to avoid interference with
pedestrian and motorist sight lines and use;
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(6) Small wireless facilities shall be installed at least eight feet
above the ground. If a small wireless facility attachment is
projecting toward the street, for the safety and protection
of the public and vehicular traffic, the City may require the
attachment to be installed no less than 16 feet above the
ground.
D. Concealment. Permits for wireless telecommunications facilities
shall incorporate specific concealment elements to minimize
visual impacts and design requirements ensuring compliance
with all standards for noise emissions. Unless it is determined
that another design is less intrusive, or placement is required
under applicable law:
(1) Antennas located at the top of support structures shall be
incorporated into the structure, or placed within shrouds of a
size such that the antenna appears to be part of the support
structure.
(2) Antennas placed elsewhere on a support structure shall be
integrated into the structure, or be designed and placed to
minimize visual impacts.
(3) Radio units or equipment cabinets holding radio units and
mounted on a utility pole shall be placed as high as possible
on a support structure, located to avoid interfering with, or
creating any hazard to, any other use of the public rightsof-way, and located on one side of the utility pole. Unless
the radio units or equipment cabinets can be concealed by
appropriate traffic signage, radio units or equipment cabinets
mounted below the communications space on utility poles
shall be designed so that the largest dimension is vertical,
and the width is such that the radio units or equipment
cabinets are minimally visible from the opposite side of the
support structure on which they are placed.
(4) Wiring and cabling shall be neat and concealed within or
flush to the support structure, ensuring concealment of these
components to the greatest extent possible. To reduce clutter
and deter vandalism, excess fiber optic or coaxial cables for
small wireless facilities shall not be spooled, coiled or
otherwise stored on the pole except within the approved
enclosure such as a cage or cabinet. [Amended 3-26-2019
by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
(5) Ground-mounted equipment associated with a wireless
telecommunications facility shall be permitted only where
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consistent with the portion of the corridor in which it is to
be placed, and may be required to be underground, located
in alleys or otherwise shielded. In no event may groundmounted equipment interfere with pedestrian or vehicular
traffic.
(6) No permit shall be issued or effective unless it is shown
that the wireless telecommunications facility will comply with
Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") regulations
governing radio frequency ("RF") emissions. Every wireless
facility shall at all times comply with applicable FCC
regulations governing RF emissions, and failure to comply
therewith shall be treated as a material violation of the terms
of any permit or lease.
(7) No towers shall be permitted in the public rights-of-way, and
no wireless telecommunications facilities shall be permitted
above ground in underground areas, provided that the City
may permit placements where all elements of the wireless
telecommunications facility are concealed and the facility
does not appear to a casual observer to be a wireless
telecommunications facility.
(8) No permit shall issue except to wireless service providers
with immediate plans for use of the proposed wireless
telecommunications facility, or wireless infrastructure
providers with contracts with wireless service providers
which require the service provider immediately to use the
proposed wireless telecommunications facility.
(9) Unless appropriately placed, and concealed, so that the size
of the facility cannot be increased except with the
discretionary
approval
of
the
City,
no
wireless
telecommunications facility is permitted in rights-of-way in
alleys.
(10)No wireless telecommunications facility is permitted in any
local historic district without the approval of the Prince
George's County Historic Preservation Commission.
(11)All wireless telecommunications facilities, wireless support
structures and wireless infrastructure shall be appropriately
labeled with identification and contact information and shall
be properly maintained and kept free of graffiti. [Added
3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
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§ 172-10. Application submission requirements and final
inspection.
A. Submission. The applicant shall submit a paper copy and an
electronic copy of any application, amendments or supplements
to an application, or responses to requests for information
regarding an application to the designated City department.
B. Content. An application must contain:
(1) The name of the applicant, its telephone number and contact
information, and if the applicant is a wireless infrastructure
provider, the name and contact information for the wireless
service provider that will be using the wireless
telecommunications facility;
(2) A complete description of the proposed wireless
telecommunications facility and the work that will be
required to install or modify it, including but not limited
to detail regarding proposed excavations, if any; a
preconstruction survey; a proposed schedule for completion,
certified by a licensed professional engineer; a certification
by a radio frequency engineer that the telecommunications
facility will comply with the radiofrequency radiation
emission standards adopted by the Federal Communications
Commission; detailed site plans showing the location of the
wireless telecommunications facility, and specifications for
each element of the wireless telecommunications facility,
clearly describing the site and all structures and facilities at
the site before and after installation or modification; and a
description of the distance to the nearest residential dwelling
unit and any contributing historical structure within 500 feet
of the facility. Before and after 360° photo simulations must
be provided. The electronic version of an application must be
in a standard format that can be easily uploaded on a web
page for review by the public. [Amended 3-26-2019 by Ord.
No. 19-O-08]
(3) An application for modification of an eligible support
structure must contain information sufficient to show that the
application qualifies under 47 CFR 1.40001. The application
must relate to an existing wireless telecommunications
facility that has been approved by the City pursuant to this
article. Before and after 360° photo simulations must be
provided with detailed specifications demonstrating that the
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modification does not substantially change the physical
dimensions of the existing approved structure.
(4) An application for a permit shall be submitted in the format
and manner specified by the designated department.
Applications must contain all information required herein and
by any wireless regulations to demonstrate that the applicant
is entitled to the permit requested.
(5) The applicant must provide any information upon which it
relies in support of a claim that denial of the application
would prohibit or effectively prohibit the provision of service
in violation of federal law, or otherwise violate applicable law.
Applicants are not permitted to supplement this showing if
doing so would prevent the City from complying with any
deadline for action on an application.
(6) Proof that notice has been mailed to owners of all property,
and the resident manager for any multifamily dwelling unit
that includes 10 or more units, within 300 feet of the
proposed wireless telecommunications facility.
(7) A copy of any pole or structure attachment agreement must
be provided, as well as sufficient information to determine
that the installation can be supported by and does not exceed
the tolerances of the pole or structure and specifications
for each element of the wireless telecommunications facility,
clearly describing the site and all structures and facilities
at the site before and after installation or modification; a
structural report performed by a duly licensed engineer
evidencing that the pole, tower or support structure can
adequately support the collocation (or that the pole, tower,
or support structure will be modified to meet structural
requirements) in accordance with applicable codes.
[Amended 3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
(8) Payment of any required fees.
(9) Before a permit is issued, a concurrent agreement to any
required franchise, access or license agreement must be
provided. [Amended 3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
C. Fees. The applicant must provide an application fee, and shall
be required to pay all costs reasonably incurred by the City in
reviewing the application, including costs incurred in retaining
outside consultants. The applicant shall also pay an access fee.
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Fees shall be reviewed periodically, and raised or lowered based
on costs the City expects to incur.
D. Public hearing. The City may elect to provide public notice of
an application and hold a public hearing prior to the approval
of an application. If the City elects to hold a public hearing on
an application, the applicant shall be represented at the public
hearing and be available to answer inquiries about the
application. [Added 3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-083]
E. Operation date. As part of the permit process, the City may
require a wireless facility to be fully operational within a specified
period after the date the last or final permit is issued, unless
the City and the applicant agree to extend the period. [Added
3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
F.

Waivers. Requests for waivers from any requirement of this
article shall be made in writing to the City Manager or designee.
The same may grant a request for waiver if it is demonstrated
that, notwithstanding the issuance of a waiver, the City will be
provided all information necessary to understand the nature of
the construction or other activity to be conducted pursuant to the
permit sought.

G. Processing of applications. For small wireless facilities, personal
wireless facilities, as those terms are defined under federal law,
and eligible facilities requests, as that term is defined under
federal law, applications will be processed in conformity with
state, local and federal law, as amended currently, the FCC has
required that such applications be processed within 60 days of
receipt of a completed application for facilities that will be
collocated on preexisting structures, and 90 days for new
construction. In the absence of federal law or regulation, an
application that is deemed complete by the City shall be approved
or disapproved within 180 days after the receipt of the complete
application. [Amended 3-26-2019 by Ord. No. 19-O-08]
H. Rejection for incompleteness. Notices of incompleteness shall be
provided in conformity with state, and local and federal law. If
such an application is incomplete, it may be rejected by a written
order specifying the material omitted from the application, or the
City may notify the applicant of the material omitted and provide
an opportunity to submit the missing material. The time imposed

3. Editor's Note: The inclusion of this ordinance also redesignated former Subsections D
through G as Subsections F through I, respectively.
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by federal, state or local law for the processing of an application
does not begin to run until an application is complete.
I.

Final inspection. Upon completion of the approved work, the
applicant must file a statement of the professional opinion by an
independent, qualified engineer licensed in the State of Maryland
that indicates that the installation, based upon their actual
inspections, in their opinion and to the best of their knowledge,
meets the requirements of the approved plan documents, this
article and other applicable law. Certifications must be signed
and sealed by the qualified engineer making the statement. Upon
receipt of the statement, and any required City inspection, the
work may be accepted, and a certificate of completion may be
issued by the City.

§ 172-11. Termination of permit; breach.
A. For breach. A wireless telecommunications permit may be
revoked for failure to comply with the conditions of the permit,
franchise, license or applicable law. Upon revocation, the wireless
telecommunications facility must be removed within 30 days of
written notice; provided that removal of support structure owned
by the City, a utility, or another entity authorized to maintain a
support structure in the right-of-way need not be removed, but
must be restored to its prior condition, except as specifically
permitted by the City. All costs incurred by the City in connection
with the revocation and removal shall be paid by entities who own
or control any part of the wireless telecommunications facility.
B. For installation without permit. A wireless telecommunications
facility installed without a wireless permit (except for those
exempted by this article) must be removed within 30 days of
written notice; provided that removal of support structure owned
by the City, a utility, or another entity authorized to maintain a
support structure in the right-of-way need not be removed, but
must be restored to its prior condition, except as specifically
permitted by the City. All costs incurred by the City in connection
with the revocation and removal shall be paid by entities who own
or control any part of the wireless telecommunications facility.
C. Term. A wireless permit, other than a permit issued pursuant
to an eligible facilities request, shall be valid for a period of
five years. An eligible facilities permit shall expire at the same
time the permit for the underlying existing wireless
telecommunications facility expires. A person holding a wireless
telecommunications permit must either remove the wireless
:12
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§ 172-13

telecommunications facility upon expiration (provided that
removal of a support structure owned by the City, a utility, or
another entity authorized to maintain a support structure in the
right-of-way need not be removed, but must be restored to its
prior condition, except as specifically permitted by the City); or,
at least 90 days prior to expiration, must submit an application
to renew the permit, which application must demonstrate that
the impact of the wireless telecommunications facility cannot be
reduced. The wireless telecommunications facility must remain in
place until it is acted upon by the City and any appeals from the
City's decision are exhausted.
§ 172-12. Infrastructure owned or controlled by City.
The City may negotiate agreements for use of City-owned or controlled light standards and traffic signals in the public rightsof-way for placement of wireless telecommunications facilities on
those structures. The agreement shall specify the compensation to
the City for use of the structures. The person seeking the agreement
shall additionally reimburse the City for all costs the City incurs in
connection with its review of, and action upon, the person's request
for an agreement.
§ 172-13. Insurance.
A. The City shall require a wireless infrastructure provider to
indemnify and hold harmless the City and its officials, officers
and employees against any loss, damage, or liability to the extent
that it is caused by the negligent or willful act or omission of
the wireless infrastructure provider who owns or operates small
wireless facilities or poles in the right-of-way, its agents, officers,
directors,
representatives,
employees,
affiliates,
or
subcontractors, or their respective officers, agents, employees,
directors, or representatives.
B. During the period in which the facilities of a wireless
infrastructure provider are located on or attached to the City's
assets or rights-of-way, the City may require a wireless
infrastructure provider to:
(1) Carry, at the wireless infrastructure provider's sole cost and
expense, the following types of third-party insurance:
(a) Property insurance for its property's replacement cost
against all risks;

:13
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§ 172-15

(b) Workers' compensation insurance, as required by law;
and
(c) Commercial general liability insurance with respect to
its activities on City improvements or rights-of-way to
afford protection with limits not inconsistent with its
requirements of other users of City improvements or
rights-of-way, including coverage for bodily injury and
property damage; and
(2) Include the City as an additional insured on the commercial
general liability policy and provide certification and
documentation of inclusion of the City in a commercial
general liability policy as reasonably required by the City.
§ 172-14. Make-ready work.
The City may provide a wireless infrastructure provider the option
of either having the wireless infrastructure provider perform any
necessary make-ready work through the use of qualified contractors
authorized by the City, or having the City perform any necessary
make-ready work at the sole cost of the wireless infrastructure
provider.
Upon completion of the make-ready work performed by the City
at the request of a wireless infrastructure provider, the wireless
infrastructure provider shall reimburse the City for the City's actual
and documented cost of the make-ready work.
§ 172-15. Right-of-way repair.
Wireless infrastructure providers shall be required to promptly:
A. Repair any damage to the public right-of-way or any damages to
facilities in the right-of-way directly caused by the activities of
the wireless infrastructure provider and return the right-of-way
to the right-of-way's condition prior to the damages caused by the
wireless infrastructure provider.
B. Remove and relocate the permitted small cell facility and/or
wireless support structure at the wireless infrastructure
provider's sole expense to accommodate construction of a public
improvement project by the City. If the wireless infrastructure
provider fails to remove or relocate the small cell facility and/or
wireless support structure or portion thereof as requested by the
City within 120 days of the City's notice, then the City shall be
entitled to remove the small cell facility and/or wireless support
:14
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§ 172-17

structure, or portion thereof, at the wireless infrastructure
provider's sole cost and expense, without further notice to the
wireless infrastructure provider. The wireless infrastructure
provider shall, within 30 days following issuance of an invoice
for the same, reimburse the City for its reasonable expenses
incurred in the removal (including, without limitation, overhead
and storage expenses) of the small cell facilities and/or wireless
support structure, or portion thereof.
C. At its sole cost and expense, promptly disconnect, remove, or
relocate the applicable small cell facility and/or wireless support
structure within the time frame and in the manner required by
the City if the City reasonably determines that the disconnection,
removal, or relocation of any part of a small cell facility and/or
wireless support structure A) is necessary to protect the public
health, safety, welfare, or City property, or B) the wireless
infrastructure provider fails to obtain all applicable licenses,
permits, and certifications required by law for its small cell
facility and/or wireless support structure. If the City reasonably
determines that there is imminent danger to the public, then
the City may immediately disconnect, remove, or relocate the
applicable small cell facility and/or wireless support structure at
the wireless infrastructure provider's sole cost and expense.
§ 172-16. Facilities no longer needed.
A. A wireless infrastructure provider shall promptly notify the City
of a decision to remove from service a wireless facility located on
a public right-of-way.
B. A wireless infrastructure provider shall remove a wireless facility
that is no longer needed for service and located on a public rightof-way at the sole cost and expense of the wireless infrastructure
provider.
C. If the City concludes that a wireless facility has been abandoned
in place, the City may remove the wireless facility and invoice the
wireless infrastructure provider for the actual and documented
cost incurred by the City for removal.
D. Until a wireless facility that is located on a public right-of-way
is removed from the public right-of-way, a wireless infrastructure
provider shall pay all fees and charges due the City, regardless of
whether a wireless facility is operational.
§ 172-17. Surety bonds.
:15
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§ 172-17

A. The City may require a surety bonding for wireless infrastructure
providers.
B. The purpose of a surety bond required under Subsection A of this
section shall be to:
(1) Provide for the removal of abandoned or improperly
maintained small wireless facilities, including those that the
City requires to be removed to protect public health, safety,
or welfare, and restore the rights-of-way; and
(2) Recoup rates or fees that have not been paid by a wireless
infrastructure provider, subject to 30 days' prior written
notice to the wireless infrastructure provider and the
opportunity to pay the rates or fees outstanding.

:16
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By: Bill Gardiner,
Assistant City Manager

Meeting Date: September 17, 2019

Presented By: Mayor Patrick Wojahn

Proposed Consent Agenda: Yes

Originating Department:

Mayor and Council

Issue Before Council:

City Endorsement of the Purple Line Community Development Agreement

Strategic Plan Goal:

Goal 3: High Quality Development and Reinvestment

Background/Justification:
The Purple Line Corridor Coalition (PLCC; http://purplelinecorridor.org/) is a collaborative that is led and
administered by the University of Maryland’s National Center for Smart Growth (NCSG). Formed in 2013, it is
a coalition of community organizations, state and local governments, nonprofits, philanthropies, and
businesses. Its mission is to “ensure the Purple Line light rail creates a place of opportunity for all who live,
work and invest in the corridor through a commitment to increasing access via public transportation to housing
choices, job and business opportunities, and communities that are vibrant and sustainable.”
PLCC led the creation of the Community Development Agreement for the Purple Line Corridor, a voluntary
agreement among local governments, community, nonprofit, education, business, and others to complement
the State of Maryland's Purple Line project. The Agreement provides a vehicle for focusing community and
economic development work.
Organizations are requested to endorse the Agreement to show support for the vision and commitment to
participate in the collaborative approach. The endorsement statement is below.
Yes, We Endorse the Community Development Agreement
My organization hereby agrees to the principles in this agreement and supports the Community Development
Agreement for the Purple Line Corridor. We agree, to the extent feasible, to participate in future meetings or
workgroups, collaborate on proposals, help identify or provide available resources, and share information with
our constituencies. By signing on, our organization will also be listed as a member of PLCC (free) and agrees
to receive periodic email updates.
Fiscal Impact: No additional impact is anticipated.
Council Options:
1. Approve the City’s endorsement of the PLCC Community Development Agreement.
2. Request additional information regarding the Agreement.
3. Decline to endorse the Agreement.
Staff Recommendation:
#1
Recommended Motion:
N/A
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Attachments:
1- Purple Line Corridor Coalition Community Development Agreement Sign-on Form
Note: If possible, staff will provide the full Community Development Agreement prior to Council consideration.
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The Purple Line Corridor Coalition
(PLCC) Invites Organizations to
Endorse the Purple Line Community
Development Agreement
The Community Development Agreement for the Purple Line Corridor is a voluntary agreement
among local governments, community, nonpro t, education, business, and philanthropic
organizations, and others to complement the State of Maryland's Purple Line project and help to
leverage Maryland's largest transit investment in the 21st century to offer all residents and workers
pathways to opportunity.
Now that construction of the transit line is moving forward, the Agreement provides a much-needed
vehicle for focusing coordinated community and economic development work. And the time to act
is now.
The many organizations that helped to craft the Agreement are showing their support for the vision,
and their commitment to nd ways they can be part of this collective impact approach, by
endorsing the Agreement. While the speci cs will be worked out as the project moves forward, the
role of collaborating organizations ranges greatly from community outreach to task force
participation, sta ng support to project funding, and more. We are all starting with the question
“How can we align our efforts to support this shared vision?” View the latest list of endorsements
here: www.goo.gl/WTjNVG
(If you are endorsing as an Elected O cial, please click here: www.goo.gl/AfvtNB)
* Required
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Creating Pathways to Opportunity Through Local Transit
Pathways to Opportunity: A Community Development Agreement for the Purple Line
Corridor (PDF) (www.goo.gl/VPSLV5) represents a commitment by multiple stakeholders,
developed over the course of several years, to work together to create a place of opportunity
for all who live, work and invest in the corridor. Attached to the Agreement, and included by
reference is the Pathways to Opportunity Purple Line Corridor Action Plan (PDF)
(www.goo.gl/Z5aU3U). The goals, strategies and actions aim to prepare local businesses
for the impacts of construction, to preserve the availability of housing options for all income
levels, to sustain culturally diverse communities, and to assure that the line connects as
many residents as possible with suitable educational and employment opportunities.
The Action Plan also includes background information about the process of creating the
Community Development Agreement and more about the multi-sector collaborative, the
Purple Line Corridor Coalition (PLCC), which is administered by the National Center for
Smart Growth (NCSG) at the University of Maryland. PLCC was formed by government,
community, nonpro t and business leaders to encourage collaboration, investment and
planning "beyond the tracks" through a collective impact approach. Cities across the country
that work together and focus on a corridor approach to community and economic
development along a transit line, are able to leverage the greatest bene ts for their
residents, workers and communities.
To measure and monitor our progress, NCSG is constructing a Purple Line Corridor
dashboard for the PLCC. Each year the agreement partners and other interested
organizations will review progress toward the goals and strategies, update the Action Plan,
and welcome additional partners to make commitments.
View Agreement Fact Sheet at www.goo.gl/tZ3EEs

Sign-on Form
Organizations that support the vision and goals of the Community Development Agreement
are invited and encouraged to endorse the Agreement by completing this short form.

Yes, We Endorse the Community Development Agreement *
My organization hereby agrees to the principles in this agreement and
supports the Community Development Agreement for the Purple Line
Corridor. We agree, to the extent feasible, to participate in future meetings
or workgroups, collaborate on proposals, help identify or provide available
resources, and share information with our constituencies. By signing on,
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y g g
our organization will also be listed as a member of PLCC (free) and agrees
to receive periodic email updates.

Organization Name (as it should appear on the list) *
Your answer

Signer's Name (First and Last Name as it should appear on the
list, signing on behalf of organization) *
Your answer

Organization Web Site *
Your answer

Sector *
Government
Business
Nonpro t
Education
Health
Civic
Philanthropy
Other
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Geographic Location/Focus (check all that apply) *
Montgomery County
Prince George's County
Washington, DC
Other:

Contact 1 First Name *
Your answer

Contact 1 Last Name *
Your answer

Contact 1 Email (con rm email is correct) *
Your answer

Contact 2 First Name (optional 2nd contact)
Your answer

Contact 2 Last Name
Your answer
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Contact 2 Email (con rm email is correct)
Your answer

Areas/Goals of Interest (check all that apply)
Supporting local businesses and economic development
Building a thriving labor market
Ensuring housing choices for all
Supporting vibrant, sustainable communities
Other:

SUBMIT
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.

This form was created inside of University of Maryland, College Park. Report Abuse - Terms of Service

Forms
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City of College Park
Board and Committee Appointments
Shaded rows indicate a vacancy or reappointment opportunity.
The date following the appointee’s name is the initial date of appointment.

January 29, 2019: Mayor and Council unfroze appointments to all Boards and Committees except
Cable Television Commission and Citizens Corp Council.

Advisory Planning Commission
Appointee
Represents
Appointed by
Term Expires
Larry Bleau 7/9/02
District 1
Mayor
02/22
Llatetra Brown Esters 06/18
District 2
Mayor
06/21
Christopher Gill 09/24/13
District 1
Mayor
10/19
James E. McFadden 2/14/99
District 3
Mayor
01/20
Ben Flamm 01/02/18
District 2
Mayor
08/21
Santosh Chelliah 01/02/18
District 4
Mayor
09/22
Stephanie Stullich 01/02/18
District 3
Mayor
02/22
City Code Chapter 15 Article IV: The APC shall be composed of 7 members appointed by the
Mayor with the approval of Council, shall seek to give priority to the appointment of residents of the
City and assure that there shall be representation from each of the City’s four Council districts.
Vacancies shall be filled by the Mayor with the approval of the Council for the unexpired portion of
the term. Terms are three years. The Chairperson is elected by the majority of the Commission.
Members are compensated. Liaison: Planning.

Airport Authority
Appointee
Resides in
Appointed by
Term Expires
James Garvin 11/9/04
District 3
M&C
02/22
Jack Robson 5/11/04
District 3
M&C
10/20
Anna Sandberg 2/26/85
District 3
M&C
09/22
Gabriel Iriarte 1/10/06
District 3
M&C
01/20
Christopher Dullnig 6/12/07
District 2
M&C
02/20
David Kolesar 04/28/15
District 1
M&C
12/21
Dave Dorsch 08/11/15
District 3
M&C
12/21
City Code Chapter 11 Article II: 7 members, must be residents and qualified voters of the City,
appointed by Mayor and City Council, for three-year terms. Vacancies shall be filled by M&C for an
unexpired portion of a term. Authority shall elect Chairperson from membership. Not a
compensated committee. Liaison: City Clerk’s Office.
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Animal Welfare Committee
Appointee
Resides in
Appointed by
Term Expires
Dave Turley 3/23/10
District 1
M&C
04/22
Patti Stange 6/8/10
Nonresident
M&C
04/21
Taimi Anderson 6/8/10
Nonresident
M&C
09/22
Suzie Bellamy 9/28/10
District 4
M&C
04/21
Kathy Rodeffer 11/24/15
Nonresident
M&C
03/23
Kennis Termini 03/26/19
District 1
M&C
03/23
Bram Turner 04/09/19
District 1
M&C
04/23
Resolution 15-R-26, 10-R-20: Up to fifteen members appointed by the Mayor and Council for threeyear terms. Not a compensated committee. Liaison: Public Services.

Board of Election Supervisors
Appointee
Represents
Appointed by
Term Expires
John Robson (Chief) 5/24/94
Mayoral appt
M&C
03/21
Lisa Williams 10/23/18
District 1
M&C
03/21
Diane Ligon 02/26/19
District 2
M&C
03/21
John Payne 04/25/17
District 3
M&C
03/21
Maria Mackie 08/12/14
District 4
M&C
03/21
Cameron Thurston 03/26/19
Mayoral appt
M&C
03/21
City Charter C4-3: The Mayor and Council shall, not later than the first regular meeting in March of
each year in which there is a general election, appoint and fix the compensation for six qualified
voters as Supervisors of Elections, one of whom shall be appointed from the qualified voters of each
of the four election districts and two of whom shall be appointed by the Mayor with the consent of
the Council. The Mayor and Council shall designate one of the six Supervisors as the Chief of
Elections. This is a compensated committee; compensation is based on a fiscal year. Per Council
action (item 19-G-46) effective July 1, 2019: For each of the next two years, the Chief Election
Supervisor will receive $960/fiscal year and the Supervisors will receive $720/fiscal year. Liaison:
City Clerk’s office.

College Park City-University Partnership
Represents
Appointed by
Carlo Colella
Class A Director
UMD President
Edward Maginnis
Class A Director
UMD President
Ken Ulman
Class A Director
UMD President
Brian Darmody
Class A Director
UMD President
Patrick L. Wojahn (01/12/16)
Class B Director
M&C
Maxine Gross
Class B Director
M&C
Senator James Rosapepe
Class B Director
M&C
Stephen Brayman
Class B Director
M&C
David Iannucci (07/15/14)
Class C Director
City and University
Dr. Richard Wagner (Chair)
Class C Director
City and University
Appointee

Term Expires
06/30/21
06/30/21
06/30/22
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/21
06/30/22
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/22
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The CPCUP is a 501(c)(3) corporation whose mission is to promote and support commercial
revitalization, economic development and quality housing opportunities consistent with the interests
of the City of College Park and the University of Maryland. The CPCUP is not a City committee but
the City makes appointments to the Partnership. Class B Directors are appointed by the Mayor and
City Council; Class C Directors are jointly appointed by the Mayor and City Council and the
President of the University of Maryland.

College Park Seniors Committee
Appointee:
Represents:
Appointed by: Term Expires
Arelis Pérez 11/14/17
Resident, District 1
M&C
11/19
Manuel Guevara-Cordova 03/28/17
Resident, District 3
M&C
03/19
Rosemary Perticari 04/11/17
Resident, District 1
M&C
04/21
Mary Anne Hakes 04/11/17
Resident, District 3
M&C
04/21
Jackie Kelly 05/23/17
Resident, District 1
M&C
05/19
Darlene Nowlin 08/08/17
Resident, District 4
M&C
08/21
Bonnie McClellan
Resident, District 4
M&C
01/20
Victoria Evans 01/15/19
Resident, District 2
M&C
01/21
Robert Thurston 03/12/19
Resident, District 2
M&C
03/21
Lynn Topp 04/23/19
Non-Resident
M&C
04/21
Ann Bolduc 09/10/19
Resident, District 1
M&C
09/21
Resolution 16-R-33 adopted December 13, 2016. Resolution 17-R-29 adopted November 28, 2017
increased membership. Resolution 19-R-07 adopted April 9, 2019 removed the Councilmember
designation and increased membership. Up to 11 members, with the goal of at least one resident per
Council district. Two-year terms. The Committee shall appoint a Chair and Vice Chair each with a
term of one year from among the members of the committee. Not a compensated committee.
Liaison: Youth, Family and Senior Services.

Committee For A Better Environment
Appointee
Resides in
Appointed by
Suchitra Balachandran 10/9/07
District 4
M&C
Alan Hew 01/12/16
District 4
M&C
Daniel Walfield 02/23/16
District 1
M&C
Todd Larsen 03/22/16
District 2
M&C
Caroline Wick 02/12/19
District 3
M&C
Alexa Bely 02/12/19
District 3
M&C
Oscar Gregory 02/26/19
District 4
M&C
Cameron Thurston 02/26/19
District 2
M&C
Pablo Regis de Oliveria 03/12/19
District 3
M&C
Andrea McNamara 03/12/19
District 3
M&C
Matt Dernoga 03/26/19
District 1
M&C

Term Expires
01/20
02/22
02/19
03/22
02/22
02/22
02/22
02/22
03/22
03/22
03/22

City Code Chapter 15 Article VIII: No more than 25 members, appointed by the Mayor and Council,
three year terms, members shall elect the chair. Not a compensated committee. Liaison: Planning.
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Complete Count Committee
Appointee:
Suggested Composition / Slot filled:
Robert Day 12/11/18
Councilmember – Liaison to full Council
Denise Mitchell 12/11/18
Councilmember – Liaison to full Council
Heidi Biffl 12/11/18
UMD Dept of Fraternity & Sorority Life
Gloria Aparicio-Blackwell 12/11/18
UMD Office of Community Engagement
Michael Glowacki 12/11/18
UMD Dept of Resident Life
Jim Nealis 02/12/19
Resident
John Payne 02/12/19
Neighbors Helping Neighbors
Lupi Quinteros-Grady 02/26/19
Latino community liaison
Melissa Sites 12/11/18
Community Association – CPAE
Andy Miller 02/12/19
PGPOA / landlord representative
Branson Cameron 04/23/19
UMD Student
Arelis Perez 08/13/19
Resident
Resolution 18-R-14 adopted 10-09-2018; Resolution 19-R-06 adopted 04-09-2019: Composed of up
to 12 members appointed by the Mayor and Council. Target representation shown above. Members
shall be representative of a cross-section of residents willing to serve until the completion of the 2020
Census. Committee will be discharged after a report summarizing their goals and achievements is
presented to Council at the conclusion of the 2020 Census. The committee shall select a Chair from
among the members. A quorum for purposes of conducting business shall be a majority of appointed
members. Not a compensated committee. Liaison: Planning.

Education Advisory Committee
Appointee
Represents
Appointed by
Term Expires
Melissa Day 9/15/10
District 3
M&C
05/21
Carolyn Bernache 2/9/10
District 4
M&C
02/21
Stacy Currie 01/29/19
UMCP
UMCP
01/21
Dawn Powers 1/26/16
District 2
M&C
05/21
David Toledo 04/25/16
District 1
M&C
04/21
Rose Greene Colby
District 3
M&C
02/21
Doris Ellis 08/08/17
District 4
M&C
08/21
Tessie Aikara 05/14/19
District 4
M&C
05/21
Resolutions 97-R-17, 99-R-4, 10-R-13, 15-R-25, and 17-R-09: At least 9 members who shall be
appointed by the Mayor and Council: at least two from each Council District and one nominated by
the University of Maryland. All except the UMCP appointee shall be City residents. Two year
terms. The Committee shall appoint the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Committee from among the
members of the Committee. Not a compensated committee. Liaison: Youth and Family Services.
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Ethics Commission
Appointee
Represents
Appointed by
Term Expires
Nora Eidelman 11/24/15
District 1
Mayor
11/19
Joe Theis 05/12/15
District 2
Mayor
09/21
Rachel Gregory
District 3
Mayor
05/20
Gail Kushner 09/13/11
District 4
Mayor
05/20
Robert Thurston 9/13/05
At Large
Mayor
05/20
Alan C. Bradford 1/23/96
At-Large
Mayor
11/19
Frank Rose 05/08/12
At-Large
Mayor
05/20
City Code Chapter 38 Article II: Composed of seven members appointed by the Mayor and approved
by the Council. Of the seven members, one shall be appointed from each of the City's four election
districts and three from the City at large. 2 year terms. Commission members shall elect one
member as Chair for a renewable one-year term. Commission members sign an Oath of Office. Not
a compensated committee. Liaison: City Clerk’s office.

Housing Authority of the City of College Park
Bob Catlin 05/13/14
Mayor
05/01/24
James McFadden 10/09/18
Mayor
05/01/23
John Moore 9/10/96
Mayor
05/01/19
Arelis Perez 04/10/18
Mayor
05/01/20
Carl Patterson 12/11/12
Attick Towers resident
Mayor
05/01/22
The College Park Housing Authority was established in City Code Chapter 11 Article I, but it
operates independently under Division II of the Housing and Community Development section of the
Annotated Code of Maryland. The Housing Authority administers low income housing at Attick
Towers. The Mayor appoints five commissioners to the Authority; each serves a five year term;
appointments expire May 1. Mayor administers oath of office. One member is a resident of Attick
Towers. The Authority selects a chairman from among its commissioners. The Housing Authority is
funded through HUD and rent collection, administers their own budget, and has their own employees.
The City supplements some of their services.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Tribute Committee
Appointee
Represents
Appointed by
Term Expires
Lilla Sutton 09/27/16
District 2
M&C
05/22
Dottie Chicquelo
Non-resident
M&C
09/19
Jordan Schakner 10/10/17
District 1
M&C
10/20
Anita Wolley 11/14/17
District 2
M&C
11/20
VACANT
M&C
Resolution 16-R-11 adopted 06-14-2016. Purpose is to plan, organize and execute an annual event in
honor of Dr. King. Between five and nine members, appointed by the Mayor and Council for three-year
terms. The Committee shall appoint the Chair and Vice-Chair from among their membership annually.
A quorum will consist of a majority of the appointed members. The Committee may work with partners
such as the University of Maryland, the Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission,
local schools and faith communities, and others as appropriate, in planning the event. Liaison: Public
Services.
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Noise Control Board
Appointee
Represents
Appointed by
Term Expires
Mark Shroder 11/23/10
District 1
Council, for District 1
09/23
Harry Pitt, Jr. 9/26/95
District 2
Council, for District 2
04/20
Alan Stillwell 6/10/97
District 3
Council, for District 3
09/20
Suzie Bellamy
District 4
Council, for District 4
12/20
Adele Ellis 04/24/12
Mayoral Appt
Mayor
08/20
Larry Wenzel 3/9/99
Alternate
Council - At large
02/18
Aaron Springer 10/09/18
Alternate
Council – At large
10/22
City Code Chapter 138-3: The Noise Control Board shall consist of five members, four of whom
shall be appointed by the Council members, one from each of the four election districts, and one of
whom shall be appointed by the Mayor. In addition, there shall be two alternate members appointed
at large by the City Council. The members of the Noise Control Board shall select from among
themselves a Chairperson. Four year terms. This is a compensated committee. Liaison: Public
Services.

Recreation Board
Appointee
Lives In
Appointed by
Term Expires
Sarah Araghi 7/14/09
District 1
M&C
06/22
Barbara Pianowski 3/23/10
District 4
M&C
11/20
Judith Oarr 05/14/13
District 4
M&C
08/22
Christina Toy 01/09/18
District 1
M&C
01/21
Jane Hopkins 1/23/18
District 4
M&C
01/21
Janice Bernache 02/13/18
District 3
M&C
02/21
Santosh Chelliah 10/09/18
District 4
M&C
10/21
Aiina De Triana 03/26/19
District 1
M&C
03/22
Jane Miller
District 3
M&C
08/22
City Code Chapter 15 Article II: Effective 2/2/16: 10 members appointed by the Mayor and Council
for three-year terms with a goal of representation from each district. The Chairperson will be chosen
from among and by the district appointees. Not a compensated committee. Additional participants
include the University of Maryland liaison and the M-NCPPC liaison. Liaison: Public Services.

Tree and Landscape Board
Member
Christine O’Brien 08/11/15
James Meyer 10/24/17
Todd Reitzel 04/09/19
Rashawna Alfred 04/09/19
Janet Wagner 04/09/19
Todd Larsen (or an alternate)
John Lea-Cox 1/13/98
Planning Representative
Brenda Alexander

Represents
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
CBE Chair Liaison
City Forester
Planning Director
Public Works Director

Appointed
by
M&C
M&C
M&C
M&C
M&C

04/21
10/19
04/21
04/21
04/21

M&C

04/21

Term Expires
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City Code Chapter 179-5: The Board shall have 9 voting members: 5 residents appointed by M&C,
the CBE Chair or designee, the City Forester or designee, the Planning Director or designee and the
Public Works Director or designee. Two-year terms. Members choose their own officers. Not a
compensated committee. Liaison: City Clerk’s office.

Veterans Memorial Committee
Represents
Appointed by
VFW
M&C
American Legion
M&C
M&C
M&C
M&C
M&C

Appointee
Term Expires
Joseph Ruth 11/7/01
01/19
Blaine Davis 10/28/03
01/19
Rita Zito 11/7/01
12/18
Seth Gomoljak 11/6/14
11/17
Mary Cook 02/12/19
02/22
Lisa Fischer 02/26/19
02/22
VACANT
VACANT
VACANT
Resolution 15-R-27, 01-G-57: Board comprised of 9 to 13 members including at least one member
from American Legion College Park Post 217 and one member from Veterans of Foreign Wars
Phillips-Kleiner Post 5627. Appointed by Mayor and Council. Three year terms. Chair shall be
elected each year by the members of the Committee. Not a compensated committee. Liaison: Public
Works.
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TO:

Mayor, City Council, City Manager and Department Directors

FROM:

Janeen S. Miller, City Clerk

DATE:

September 11, 2019

RE:

Future Agendas

The following items are tentatively placed on future agendas. This list has been
prepared by the City Manager and me and represents the current schedule for items
that will appear on future agendas.
***Meetings are at Davis Hall***
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2019 REGULAR MEETING
Presentations: Award of the Jack Perry Award to Doris and Tom Davis
Public Hearing on Ordinance 19-O-09, amendments to Chapter 138, Noise
Public Hearing on Ordinance 19-O-13, amendments to Chapter 141, Nuisances
Letter of Support for the City-University Partnership grant applications to the Maryland
Department of Housing and Community Development (10) – Terry Schum, Director of
Planning and Eric Olson, Executive Director, CPCUP
07-09-19: Approval of an agreement for Trolley Trail Improvements – Suellen Ferguson,
City Attorney
Placeholder: Closed session to discuss a personnel matter (City Manager’s annual
evaluation)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 2019 WORKSESSION
03-05-19: Discussion of night-time and weekend work on Phase 1 of US 1
reconstruction project from College Avenue to 193 – Scott Somers, City Manager and
Mayor Wojahn (15)
08-08-19: Review of amendments to Ordinance 19-O-05, Bulk Trash, prior to
introduction next week – Suellen Ferguson, City Attorney, Robert Marsili, Director of
Public Works and Scott Somers, City Manager (30)
08-29-19: Consideration of Animal Welfare Committee request regarding County pit
bull legislation (15)
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09-03-19: Discussion of legislative priorities and legislative dinner (15)
Annual item: Comments on the M-NCPPC budget – Bill Gardiner, Assistant City
Manager (15)
Appoint Mayor and Council annual retreat subcommittee – Scott Somers, City Manager
(10)
1:55
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2019 REGULAR MEETING
Proclamation for Indigenous Peoples’ Day
Introduction of the new Bulk Trash Ordinance
Property Use Agreement for Taqueria Habanero – Bob Ryan, Director of Public
Services

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2019, WORKSESSION
Note: Due to the move this weekend, items for this packet are due on Wednesday,
October 9. Packet will be run early
07-09-19: Review of Preliminary Plan of Subdivision for Greystar (Knox Road)
development – Terry Schum, Director of Planning (40)
09-04-19: Review of Preliminary Plan of Subdivision for College Park Marriott – Terry
Schum, Director of Planning (30)
03-13-19: Discussion of additional roadway connectivity between City neighborhoods –
AND
04-02-09: Find options to reduce traffic on our major roadways (include Complete
Streets) – Terry Schum, Director of Planning; Steve Halpern, City Engineer; Robert
Marsili, Director, Department of Public Works (40)
2:10

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2019 REGULAR MEETING
Quarterly Financial presentation – Gary Fields, Director of Finance

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2019 WORKSESSION
Annual Police Presentation
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2019 WORKSESSION/REGULAR MEETING
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09-03-19: Review of Tree and Landscape Board recommendations for a tree ordinance

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2019
08-28-19: UMD Student presentation on Capstone project re synthetic/natural turf at
Duvall Field – Tuesday, December 3

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2019

ANNUAL ITEMS
January, early: Discussion of Homestead Tax Credit Rate (currently at 0%) (must
certify by March 25 to change rate)
January, after an election: Review and adoption of Council Rules and Procedures
IFC/PHA Annual meeting with Council (when is best?)
March: Annual Review/Renewal of Insurance Contracts
March: Annual farmers market debrief
March: Annual Economic Development Report
April and September: Comments on the M-NCPPC budget
October, first regular meeting: Proclamation for Indigenous Peoples’ Day
Early Fall: Annual presentation from SHA on projects in the City (schedule prior to CTP
discussion)
Fall: Appointment of Annual Council Retreat subcommittee
Fall: Annual police agency presentation
November, first regular meeting: Proclamation for Small Business Saturday
December: Approval of Annual Retreat agenda
MASTER LIST
04-03-18: Subcommittee recommendations for student recognition program
2019 Quarterly Financial Presentations: January 29, April 23, August 13, October 22
01-23-19: Information Report: Actions taken to mitigate the discharge of sump pump
water runoff – Steve Halpern, City Engineer
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08-14-18: Discussion of City-wide parking (45)
02-05-19: Council approval of any decisions relating to reducing the speed limit,
removing traffic calming or removing stop signs on Calvert Road relating to Purple Line
construction impacts
Discussion of a City rebate program for installation of residential security technology –
waiting to see what the County does - (30) - Bob Ryan, Director of Public Services
Ordinance authorizing the acquisition of 7415 Columbia Avenue Property
Information Report on the feasibility of a City tax credit for residents to purchase flood
insurance – request of Councilmember Rigg (Suellen Ferguson, City Attorney)
03-20-19: Award of contract for construction for Hollywood Dog Park – Scott Somers,
City Manager
04-10-19: County Comprehensive Rezoning Discussion – Terry Schum, Director of
Planning
04-16-19: Follow-up discussion on tree canopy assessment report – Robert Marsili,
Director of Public Works
Discussion of security at City buildings and cyber security – Scott Somers, City
Manager
Future Worksessions requested at the FY20 Budget Worksession:
1) Performance Measures – how we use them and how we set them
2) Long-term strategic plan to study additional connectivity – schedule when
result of $50K grant is presented; consider a more aggressive time frame in the
Complete Streets CIP
3) Update on the Sustainability Plan
07-02-19: Safety improvements near the CSX tracks
07-02-19: Review standards for review of parking tickets
07-02-19: Update on the bicycle boulevard study
07-02-19: Discussion of a trail policy including eScooters and eBikes
07-09-19: Input from staff and the Airport Authority about the GAO study on helicopters
in the City and helicopter noise in the region (15)
Discussion and approval of a contract for a new phone system – Bill Gardiner, Assistant
City Manager
08-08-19: Discussion of establishing a Youth Advisory Council
Adoption of Resolution 19-R-17 to disband the Citizens Corps Council
Introduction of Ordinance 19-O-12 to disband the Cable Television Commission
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08-14-19: Discussion of City Charter requirement that a candidate for elected office
must have been a registered voter for one year immediately preceding the date of the
election and of alternative means of proving residency (schedule after opinion from the
BOES has been received)
08-28-19: Discussion of Duvall Field recommendations (30) – January 2020, after
presentation from Capstone project
Approval of a Joint Development Agreement with the University of Maryland for the City
Hall project – Scott Somers, City Manager
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TO:
FROM:
Through:
DATE:
RE:

Mayor and City Council
Bill Gardiner, Assistant City Manager and Jill Clements, Director of Human
Resources
Scott Somers, City Manager
September 17, 2019
City Equity and Diversity Activities

ISSUE:
The Mayor has asked City staff to provide a summary of equity and diversity activities that the City
has undertaken or plans to undertake. The Mayor is interested in participating with the National
League of Cities’ Racial Equity and Leadership (REAL) initiatives. City staff have joined the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Government’s inaugural program called the Government
Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE). City staff will participate with other local jurisdictions to work on
racial equity issues. The curriculum focuses on strategies to normalize conversations about race,
operationalize new policies and cultures, and organize to achieve racial equity.
The National League of Cities has long recognized that diversity and inclusion are crucial issues for
city leaders. College Park leaders understand that the strength of our City is significantly due to its
racial, religious, economic, age, and cultural diversity. The City’s diversity is a source of pride as well
as a priority for City residents and leaders. The City has engaged in several initiatives that we think
will advance equity and diversity within the City.
SUMMARY of ACTIVITIES
Human Rights Campaign
Since 2014 or earlier, the City has been rated in the annual Municipal Equality Index (MEI) Scorecard,
undertaken by the Human Rights Campaign (HRC). The City was selected because we are the home
of the University of Maryland and public university towns are a primary area of evaluation for the
HRC. The HRC “is the largest civil rights organization working to achieve equality for lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) Americans.”1 The City has an opportunity to make
corrections to the study each year, but otherwise has no input into the scores awarded. Scores are
based on information that is published by the City and available on its website. College Park has
continually scored in the mid to upper 80s out of a possible 100 (plus 22 bonus points this year).
Please see the most recent scorecard attached. The annual scorecard has created a heightened
awareness of possible endeavors to ensure the rights of LGBTQ persons in the City.
The Human Resources department and the City Manager have taken primary responsibility for review
and implementation of recommendations provided by the MEI Scorecard. We are currently working
on improving services by creating a Diversity Liaison who reports directly to the City Manager. These
added responsibilities will be assumed by our new Director of Youth, Family and Senior Services,
1

Letter to City Manager Somers from Human Rights Campaign March 15, 2019
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Kiaisha Barber. She will serve as an “accessible and friendly ear to the City’s LGBTQ, and other racial
and cultural minority groups or individuals”2 and will elevate their concerns to the City Manager and
other City officials.
Equity and Inclusion Leadership Program offered by the Schafer Center for Public Policy/University
of Baltimore and the State of Maryland Commission on Civil Rights
In 2017, Jill Clements was selected to attend a year‐long program to study the sources and impact of
bias, the dimensions of diversity, and the effect of leadership in creating change. This program
opened the door to the topics of equity, diversity, structural racism, unconscious bias, and creating
positive change. As a result of that program, the City has implemented changes to our hiring process
that, in the long run, should help us hire a more racial minorities in upper management and increase
the number of employees who are bilingual. One basic change that has been made is to assure that
every interview panel includes representatives of diverse cultural or racial backgrounds.
The Equity and Inclusion Leadership Program is still active; however, the City did not participate this
year.
ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY LEARNING COHORT
The Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) is partnering with the Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments (COG) to create a learning cohort of governmental jurisdictions to
systemically advance racial equity in 2019/2020. The City has put together a team of eager learners
and change agents to attend this first learning year. The team will be led by the Assistant City
Manager, Bill Gardiner, and will include Kiaisha Barber, Director YFSS, Teresa Way‐Pezzuti, HR
Generalist, Tracey Clayton, Billing and Collections Supervisor, and Frank Pacifico, Assistant Director
DPW Operations. These individuals were selected because of the work they do, their interest in the
topic, and their leadership within the City government. They have a long‐term perspective and are
credible and influential as employees.
The cohort will attend monthly sessions with topics that vary among skill building, strategy
development, and deeper sub‐topics, such as transportation, sustainability, public health, criminal
justice, and economic development. They will work on projects and create a long‐term racial equity
action plan for the City.
FISCAL IMPACT
The cost to participate in the COG learning cohort is $6000 for members of GARE and $9000 for non‐
members. The cost to join GARE is $1500 and we have elected to become members. Training funds
that were budgeted in Human Resources will be used for these purposes. There will be normal costs
for transportation to and from the monthly meetings.

2

2019 MEI Standards for Credit, Section III Municipal Services
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RECOMMENDATION
City employees should be encouraged to continue on this learning path. The City should budget time
and money to advance knowledge and action on diversity and equity issues. Measurable goals
should be written and tracked in the next strategic plan.
Elected officials are not invited to join the COG learning cohort, however the National League of Cities
has developed the Race, Equity and Leadership (REAL) initiative whose mission is to “To strengthen
local elected officials’ knowledge and capacity to eliminate racial disparities, heal racial divisions, and
build more equitable communities.” They can provide customized learning opportunities for the
Mayor and Council.

ATTACHMENTS and RESOURCES
2018 Municipal Quality Index Scorecard for the City of College Park
Advancing Racial Equity: Putting Theory into Action
https://www.nlc.org/corporate‐partnership‐program/race‐equity‐and‐leadership‐real
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4

0
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10 {5/5)
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s
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Part I. Non-Discrlmlnatl Laws
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Municipal
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s
s
s

0
0

Pts.

Gl

s
s
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5

10

10

Bonus: All-Gender Single Occupancy Facilities

2

0

0

0

0

Bonus: Protects Youth From Conversion Therapy

2

l

0

0

:1.

30 (15/15)

Part I. Standard Points

30

4

hrt L Bonus Points

:1.

Part IL Municipality As Employer
A. Non-Discrimination in City Employment
B. Transgender-lnclusive Healthcare Benefits
C. City Contractor Non-Discrimination Ordinance

14 (7/7)

so

I

Cl

7

I

7

14

3

6

0

6
6 (3/3)

3

I

D. Inclusive Workplace

2

0

BONUS: City Employee Domestic Partner Benefits

1

1

0

0

1

28

Part 11. Standard Points

20

1

Part IL BoriiiS Points

1
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I
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I

G!

s

A. Human Rights Commission

5

5

0

B. Enforcement Mechanism in Human Rights Commission

2

l

0

l

0

0

c. LGBTQ Liaison in City Executive's Office
Bonus: Youth Bullying Prevention Policy for City Services

5
2 (1/1)

0

l

0

0

BONUS: City Provides Services to LGBTQ Youth

l

:1.

2

BONUS: City Provides Services to LGBTQ Homeless People
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0

0

BONUS: City Provides Services to LGBTQ Elders

l

0

0

BONUS: City Provides Services to People Uving With HIV or AIDS

2

2

l

0

0

BONUS: City Provides Services to the Transgender Community

2
1l

Part Ill. Standard Points

7

12

Part IlL Bonus Points

4

Part IV. Law Enforcement
A. LGBTQ Police Liaison or Task Force

10

B. Reported 2017 Hate Crimes Statistics to the FBI

12
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I

I

0

I

0

I

12

I

11

Part IV. Standard Points

12

Part V. I.Hdenhip on LGBTQ Equality
A. Leadership's Public Position on LGBTQ Equality

o-s

s

B. Leadership's Pro-Equality Legislative or Policy Efforts

0-3

3

3

2

2

l

BONUS: Openly LGBTQ Elected or Appointed Municipal Leaders
BONUS: City Tests Umits of Restrictive State Law

Key
SO = Sexual Orientation
Gl = Gender Identity

5

0

3

0

8

Part V. Standard Points

8

5

Part v. Bonus Points

l

Standard Points Total
Bonus Points Total
Total Raw Score

9
86

Final Score

86

77
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Advancing Racial Equity: putting theory into action
2019 learning year cohort for local and regional government in Metro Washington DC
The Governme nt Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE), in partnership with the Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments (COG), is pleased to announce the inaugural Metro DC learning year cohort of
governmental jurisdictions that will be systemically advancing racial equity in 2019. This cohort will be
for be for jurisdictions beginning to work on racial equity and building the foundation to build
operational capacity and achieve community-level outcomes. Teams from government jurisdictions in
the Metro Washington area will make a one-year commitment to the learning year process, as described
below. Regist rat ion w ill be open from April1, 2019 - June 1, 2019.
What is the Government Alliance on Race and Equity?
GARE is a national network of governments working to achieve racial equity and advance opportunities
for all. GARE uses a three-prong approach:
1) Supporting jurisdictions that are at the forefront of work to advance racial equity.
2) Building pathways for new jurisdictions to begin doing racial equity work, including cohorts of new
jurisdictions.
3) Expanding and strengthening local and regional collaborations that are broadly inclusive and focused
on achieving racial equity.
Government's proactive work on racial equity has the potential to leverage significant change, setting
the stage for the achievement of racial equity in our communities. Supporting targeted cohorts of
jurisdictions and providing best practices, too ls and resources is helping to build and sustain current
efforts and build a national movement for racial equity.
What is an Advancing Racial Equity cohort?
Over the last decade, a solid field of practice has developed that advances racial equity and transforms
government. The field of practice is based on the experiences of early adopters of racial equity within
government. Cities and counties across the country have developed and are implementing racial equity
initiatives or agendas and using racial equity tools. GARE cohorts implement proven practices and
replicate success, changing the norm of what is expected and possible from government.
Jurisdictions can make use of the field of practice and begin and expand work on institutional and
structural equity. Based on the experiences of leaders, the new cohorts will participate in a structured
curriculum that focuses on strategies that normalize conversations about race, operationalize new
policies and cultures, and organize to achieve racial equity.
The goal is to build the capacity of jurisdictions to move to implementation of their Racial Equity Action
Plans. In other regions, jurisdictions have elected to continue working cooperatively by taking part on an
implementation cohort. GARE will work with participating agencies during the Learning Year to
determine the interest in replicating that process with the COG.
What will a jurisdiction get out of participating in a cohort?
Each jurisdiction will receive tools and resources, including:
•

A racial equity training curriculum, with cohort participants who are equipped to implement the
training with other employees,
1
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A Racial Equity Tool to be used in policy, practice, program and budget decisions,
Support for identifying and launching pilot projects that demonstrate where to start achieving racial
equity outcomes in your jurisdiction
A capacity building plan and organizational structure to institutionalize equity within their own
jurisdiction,
Example policies and practices that help advance racial equity, and
Support on developing a Racial Equity Action Plan

Use of these tools and resources will vary depending on the opportunities individual jurisdictions
identify. Technical assistance is provided by GARE to ensure responsiveness to the local conditions.
Individual cohort teams may request additional training (additional fees apply) during the learning year
to supplement their jurisdiction's specific needs. Technical assistance is provided by GARE to ensure
responsiveness to the local conditions of each jurisdiction.
How will the cohort be structured?
The structure will consist of monthly sessions, with a rotation between 1) skill building and strategy
development, 2) deeper dive sub-cohort topic sessions, 3) an "Advancing Racial Equity" speaker series
that connects community members to the process, 4) individual jurisdiction strategic thinking time 5)
peer-to-peer networking and problem solving, and 6) cross-jurisdiction analysis of key regional issues.
This rotation process allows for implementation of action steps as the year progresses
Key components of the cohort will include:
• A curriculum that builds on the existing and growing field of governmental practices to advance
racial equity.
• Technical assistance from GARE .
• An "Advancing Racial Equity" speaker series that will be an opportunity for cohort participants,
community members and elected officials to come together to learn and strategize in the spirit of
shared commitment to advancing racial equity and transforming government.
• Opportunities for COG members to investigate specific issue areas through deeper dives in crossjurisdiction teams that reinforce areas of particular interest in the DC Metro area .
What is expected from participating jurisdictions?
Participating jurisdictions will:
• Identify team co-leads (2) and a group of no less than 6 employees. Teams should include leadership
and staff committed to advancing racial equity and transforming government.
• Complete an enrollment form that designates their team's co-leads (2), team members, and
provides information on jurisdiction-specific opportunities and challenges.
• Commit to attending each session and completing assignments between sessions. Location of
events will rotate between sites to maximize in-person participation .
• Work with GARE to promote the "Advancing Racial Equity" speaker series to elected officials,
government staff and community partners.
• Contribute towards the learning year costs (details below).
What is the commitment of jurisdictional teams?
To participate in the cohort, jurisdictions will:
• Commit to send a team of people to the entire series. This represents a commitment of 88 hours

2
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per person at cohort events, plus completion of action steps between sessions.
Work with GARE and COG to promote the Advancing Racial Equity speaker series to elected officials,
government staff and community partners .
Training cost (see below). All events will be in the Washington Metro region.

What are the participation fees?
GARE does fundraising from nongovernment sources to reduce program costs to participating
jurisdictions and minimize barriers to entry. Our fee structure is based on the numbers of members on a
team . Jurisdictions that are GARE Core members receive a discount on cohort participation fees. For
more information on GARE membership, please review
http:llwww.racialequityall ian ce.orglmembe rsljoinl or talk with Jaqueline Tucker (see contact
information below.) GARE members make a commitment to using racial equity tools to create change
internally and at the community level.

$9,000

$13,000

$20,000

$25,000

* Fees include training, materials, meeting logistics I meals and technical assistance .
What is the curriculum?
The curriculum and dates are outlined below. The curriculum will be subject to adjustment as the year
moves forward to allow responsiveness to the specific needs of teams.
2019 GARE Metro Washington Learning Year Schedule (Tentative)

.

liTilililm ··'

September 2019
(two days)

~r.

..l.• ..,.,l.Jll . '
"-~ -~'·
Introductory Cohort Launch (two days)
• Gain understanding of the role of government in relation to racial equity
• Examine the regional landscape through a data review with an equity lens
.

.~ ..

:·

•

Gain understanding ofthe local historical context and its relationship to current
condition
Develop a shared racial equity analysis, including definitions of terminology (racial
equity I inequity, implicit I explicit bias, individual I institutional I structural racism)
Develop skills at analyzing policies and practices from a racial equity perspective and
communicating about race
• Begin to strategize with others about how government can advance racial equity
Introductory Cohort- Using a Racial Equity Tool
• Gain a more in-depth understanding of structural racism
• Report on homework, problem solving and strategizing

•
•

October 2019
(full day)

3
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Opportunity to orient your Introductory team to the use of Racial Equity Tool
Identify pilot project opportunities
Peer-Exchange on steps for moving the plan forward
Further develop skills at analyzing policies and practices from a racial equity
perspective

November 2019
{half day)

Deeper Dive Learning Subgroups (topics to be selected from list)
•
Report on homework, networking, problem solving and strategizing
• Lunchtime speaker series (expanded invitation)
• Subject/Topic experts- initial session provides overview and framework to bringing
an equity lens into topic specific work

December 2019
(full day)

Introductory Cohort - Building Accountability Mechanisms for Racial Equity
Gain understanding of collective impact and Results Based Accountability, with a focus on
cross-jurisdictional strategies
Increase understanding of organizational change theory
Breakout options• Others to be determined based on the needs and interests of teams
And/Or

January 2020
(half day)

February 2020
(full day)

March 2020
(full day)

Equity and Results led by Erika Bernabei
• Applying a racial equity lens with a results-based framework to transform
organizational culture and actions to deliver racially equitable results
Introductory Cohort- Deeper Dive Learning Subgroups continued
•
Report on homework, problem solving and strategizing
• Continue to build a more in-depth understanding of structural racism and root causes
in the context of intersections of functional learning areas
•
Identify jurisdiction specific potential action learning project/initiative
• Lunchtime speaker series (expanded invitation)
• Subgroup learning cohort to brainstorm regional implications and opportunities
Developing Racial Equity Action Plans
•
Developing a Racial Equity Action Plan means putting ideas and understanding into
action.
•
Building organizational infrastructure across the breadth (all functions) and depth (up
and down hierarchy), using a Racial Equity Tool, and developing and implementing
strategies, including both within and across departments.
Introductory Cohort- Communicating on Race/ Organizing for Racial Equity
•
Develop strategies and actions to build institutional infrastructure to advance racial
equity
•
Develop strategies and actions to more effectively center and engage community
•

Develop strategies for overcoming barriers to change

•

Develop facilitator skills to lead workshops about race

4
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,.,
Develop leadership skills to advance racial equity
Finalize your 2019 Racial Equity Action Plan, including implementation of strategies
for the long haul
Introductory Cohort and Jurisdictional Staff- Train the Trainer
•
Learn racial equity facilitation and training skills that will support transformational
change within institutions.
• This workshop includes an introductory 4-hour curriculum that you can use in your
own organization, as well as specific exercises, and strategies for dealing with
challenging situations.
•
Participants will develop skills to take difficult conversations about race, and equity to
a deeper level and develop strategies for working through challenging situations.
Introductory Cohort- Deeper Dive Learning Subgroups continued
•
Lunchtime speaker series (expanded invitation)
•
Report on homework, problem solving and strategizing
• Continue to build a more in-depth understanding of structural racism and root causes
in the context of intersections of functional learning areas
• Subgroup learning cohort continues discussion on regional implications and
opportunities

•
•

April2020
(full day)

May 2020
(half- day)

June 2020
(full day)

Introductory Cohort- Move to Action
• Support jurisdiction specific strategizing about learnings and actions in their
respective jurisdiction
•
Explore regional opportunities for collective action that would advance racial equity

Advancing Racial Equity Speaker Series:
Theme: Commencement
Recognition and celebration of the 2019 Cohort
Presentation of cohort success and REAP initiatives
•
• Culminating speaker (expanded invitation)
What is the role of GARE?
•
Manage and implement the overall project, including provision of training, sharing of curriculum,
tools and resources, arrangement of speaker series, communications and outreach, etc.
•
Provide the following for all jurisdictions participating in the cohort:
o Best, promising and next practices. Practices will include racial equity tools, racial equity
training curriculum, model policies, and surveys .
o Cross-cohort learning opportunities, including peer-to-peer exchanges, as well as technical
assistance from academic and advocacy experts.
o Technical assistance on cross-jurisdictional priority areas.
What is the role of the Washington Metro Council of Governments?
• Assist with recruitment for the series
•
Disseminate information to COG membership and provide publicity for special events
• Assist with meeting logistics
•
Feature the work of participating jurisdictions in COG publications and training sessions
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Work with GARE to obtain foundation funding

Questions? Please contact:
Jaqueline Tucker, GARE East Region Project Manager, JTucker@raceforward.org (616) 835-4249 or
Monica Beyrouti Nunez, Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments Government Relations
Supervisor, mbeyrouti@mwcog.org (202) 962-3212.
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